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Preface

The AIED'05 session of the SW-EL'05 workshop focuses on Semantic Web-based knowledge representation and engineering approaches and methods for the needs of intelligent learning systems and discusses issues related to their use for content and knowledge components specification, effective intelligent courseware construction and modelling the learner. The following topics are addressed in the attempt to achieve the Educational Semantic Web:

- **Using ontologies and/or Semantic Web technologies for:**
  - knowledge representation in intelligent educational systems
  - modularised and standardized architectures (e.g. separation of domain models and application models)
  - achieving interoperability between intelligent learning applications, sharable user models and knowledge components
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- **Semantic Web technologies for Adaptive Learning Systems**
  - Personalization and adaptation in educational systems (flexible user models)
  - Ontology-based reasoning for personalising the educational Semantic Web
  - Techniques and methods to capture and employ learner semantics
- **Semantic Web technologies for Educational Information Systems**
  - SW-based indexing/annotation of educational content (incl. individual and community based)
  - Ontology-based information browsing and retrieval
  - Semantic Web/ontology based recommender systems
- **SW-based Methods, Techniques, and Tools for:**
  - Building and sharing educational content, models of users, and personalisation components.
  - Services in the context of intelligent educational systems (i.e. authoring service, user modelling service, etc.)
  - Ontology evolution, versioning and consistency
- **Empirical research for Intelligent Educational Systems:**
  - Real-world systems and case studies
  - Community and individual support with Semantic Web-technologies and Ontologies

To answer the open questions posed by this workshop, researchers from Computer Science, Education, Information Systems, Communication studies, Sociology, AI and HCI, come together to share their experience by working with divergent communities of teachers and learners and, possibly, involving educational web industries.
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The 2005 edition of the SW-EL workshop is organized in three sessions held at three different conferences in order to discuss the current problems in e-learning from different perspectives, including those of advanced Web-based educational applications, Artificial Intelligence in education and the implications of applying Semantic Web standards and technologies for solving them:

- SW-EL'05 Session at ICALT'05, 5th July, 2005
- SW-EL'05 Session at AIED'05, 18th July, 2005
- SW-EL'05 Session at K-CAP'05, 2nd October, 2005

Researchers with interest in various aspects of Web-based educational systems get together at SW-EL'05 in order to discuss important issues in this field and present their latest results. We hope that the workshop will continue to contribute towards the realization of the vision of the Educational Semantic Web.
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Flexible Learning Object Metadata

Christopher BROOKS, Gordon MCCALLA, Mike WINTER
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Abstract. By far the most popular specification for learning objects is the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard. In it are outlined 76 different elements that correspond to pedagogical, technical, and administrative aspects of learning objects. This standard, however, has proven to be ineffective for creating computer adapted dynamic courseware.

This paper outlines some initial research we are doing in acquiring, describing, and using learning object metadata. Instead of the IEEE LOM, we argue for a more flexible approach to both defining and associating metadata with learning objects. By creating domain, educational, and learner characteristic ontologies, content can be dynamically linked to those competencies that are observed in a running e-learning system. This provides for a set of evolutionary metadata, where software agents can inspect multiple metadata instances for a given learning object and reason over them for a particular goal. As more metadata instances are added to the system, agents are expected to be able to provide more accurate reasoning, eventually leading to the dynamic delivery of personalized course content.

Introduction

Perhaps the most widely used and accepted learning object specification is the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard [14]. This standard identifies 76 different aspects by which a learning object can be annotated, and is supported in some way by all major learning object repositories and e-learning platforms. One would think then, that learning objects should be rich with metadata markup, and that the interrogation of such metadata by a content management system could be used to dynamically assemble a course. This, however, is not the case – content management systems are increasingly static, with even relatively simple rules-based sequencing specifications seeing little to no adoption [6].

The ability to dynamically assemble a course from learning objects is an important goal within the educational technology community. Nonetheless, current e-learning standards and specifications are both too restrictive in the variety of metadata they capture, and too lax in how they express the structure of such metadata. Many learning object repositories support only a few of the fields available, and most do not support an external query format (e.g. [17]) which could be used by computer agents to retrieve objects from the repository. The result is that nearly all learning object based courses are created directly by instructional designers, who align content they have explicitly hand crafted for a given educational purpose. This purpose generally includes both an educational outcome (e.g. "understand relational operators in ECMAScript at a level such that the student can apply them to new situations") as well as an educational instruction style (e.g. a particular language, background, or learning style that a student is assumed to have). This makes dynamic delivery difficult, as an instructional
designer must create many different versions of a course for the different kinds of purposes he or she hopes to achieve.

Instead, we argue that a more flexible method of associating metadata with learning objects will help in realising the on-demand assembly of courses for different educational purposes. A larger set of well-defined ontologies sufficient for particular purposes should be used instead of a single highly constrained taxonomy of values like the LOM. Further, the ontologies should be marked up in an unambiguous syntax such that they are able to be understood by software agents. This syntax must take into account the kinds of data types that agents are able to manipulate, and must appropriately codify metadata instances to conform to these. Finally, repository and content management software must be able to associate multiple metadata instances with a given learning object, and allow for agents to pick and choose those instances that fit their needs.

This paper is organized as follows; Section 1 outlines specific issues both we and others have had when trying to use the IEEE LOM with software agents. Section 2 outlines in general terms our approach, dubbed the ecological approach. Section 3 indicates how we are using semantic web techniques help to enable this approach in real e-learning systems. Finally, section 4 concludes the work by identifying some potential related areas for exploration.

1. Issues with the Learning Object Metadata Standard

The IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard [14] provides a format for representing technical, administrative, and pedagogical metadata about a learning resource. While adopted by e-learning vendors and used in many other e-learning specifications (e.g. [18] [13] [10]), its use in actual deployed learning systems is sparse at best. The specification suffers from three main issues. Firstly, to create a conforming LOM document requires only a few of the many available fields be filled in. Friesen provides a compelling example of this in a study of 250 learning object metadata records (chosen from five different projects evenly) where only 36% of the elements were used more than half of the time, with many elements never used at all [11]. Further, the elements used often referred to custom or local vocabularies, a practice that effectively eliminates semantic interoperability. While it has been suggested that automatic metadata generation tools are a potential solution for this, work to date has been less convincing. For instance, in [8] a set of tools were developed to try and automatically generate LOM data by directly data mining the learning object content and the context in which it is being delivered. This worked only for a small set of fields (less than 25%) and proved to be an error prone process where many of the automatically generated fields disagree with the values set by content experts.

In addition to a lack of instance data, many learning object based products released have poor support for the full LOM. Expressed in the Learning Object Metadata Best Practices guide, "Many vendors expressed little or no interest in developing products that were required to support a set of meta-data with over 80 elements...[and the] burden to support 80+ meta-data elements on the first iteration of a product is too great for most vendors to choose to bear". [3] The end result is partial implementation, where many of the more complex fields (which happen to be the most useful for dynamic courseware generation agents, as they relate a learning object directly to domain vocabularies) are discarded, and only the simple fields (such as title, or description) are kept.

While the goal of the LOM was to make data available to both human interpreters (generally teachers and instruction designers) and computer agents, the standard provides several examples of poor data typing, leading to potentially ambiguous situations. Some of
our previous work has identified that the version and lifecycle elements of the LOM are generally stored as arbitrary human readable text, and are thus unreliable for automatic processing [5]. Further, Friesen indicates that even those elements that are required by the standard to be strictly data typed are often not, as was the case of vCard contact information, where none of the documents in a 3,000 instance test set were found to conform [11].

In addition to internal issues with applying the metadata standard, there are external issues. In particular, most learning object repositories allow for only a single metadata instance to be associated with a learning object. Anecdotal evidence observed in assigning metadata to a set of computer science learning objects [9] suggested that inter-rater reliability is often quite low, especially when only a few fields are chosen by authors. This appears to be a general trend in educational metadata, whether the resource being described is a tutorial, discussion thread, or other digital artefact. By restricting learning objects to single instances of metadata, repositories are significantly limiting both the quality and quantity of information that can be expressed about a given resource.

2. The Ecological Approach

We are working on implementing an alternative theory of metadata, called the ecological approach, to overcome the deficiencies present in the standards based approach. In the ecological approach the e-learning system keeps a learner model for each learner, tracking characteristics of the learner and information about the learner’s interactions with the learning objects they encounter. After a learner has interacted with a learning object, the learning object is associated with an instance of the learner model. The information in such a learner model instance can include

- information about the learner, including cognitive, affective, and social characteristics and their goal(s) in accessing the content;
- information about the learner’s perspectives on the content itself, including the learner’s feedback on the content, the learner’s knowledge of the content (as determined, for example, by a test administered during the learner’s interactions with the learning object);
- information about how the learner interacted with the content, including observed metrics such as dwell time, number of learner keystrokes, patterns of access, etc.;
- information about the technical context of use, including characteristics of the learner’s software and hardware environment;
- information about the social context of use, including links to the learner model instances attached to learning objects previously encountered by the learner.

Over time, each learning object thus slowly accumulates learner model instances that collectively form a record of the experiences of all sorts of learners as they have interacted with the learning object. The collected learner model instances can then be inspected for patterns about how learners interacted with the learning object, for example that learners whose knowledge has been evaluated as weak did not have long dwell times, or that learners with certain cognitive characteristics did well. The sequence of learner model instances for a particular learner forms a “learning trail” through the learning object repository, and this trail can also reveal interesting patterns of success and failure for the learner.

There are an enormous number of patterns that can be found when inspecting actual learner behaviour. The key to finding meaningful patterns is the purpose (in the sense of [20]) for which the patterns are sought. Each such purpose places its own particular constraints on what patterns are meaningful, how to look for these patterns, and how to use
what these patterns reveal in order to achieve the purpose. Thus, determining whether to recommend a specific learning object to a particular learner may require comparing this learner to other learners on important characteristics and then looking at how similar learners have evaluated (or been evaluated on) the content (and, moreover, the characteristics considered to be important are themselves determined by the learner’s own goals). On the other hand, determining whether a learning object is now obsolete may require an examination of all learners’ evaluations of the content, trying to extract temporal patterns in the evaluations that show how recent learners like or dislike the content. The key point is that it is the purpose that determines what information to use and how it is to be used. An ideal goal for a real time e-learning system is that this determination be made actively (in the sense of [15]) at the time the purpose is invoked, so that no a priori interpretation needs to be given to the information; however, time constraints on executing the data mining algorithms may mitigate against such real time computation in many circumstances.

In sum, then the ecological approach promotes the notion that information gradually accumulates about learning objects, the information is about the use of the learning object by real learners, and this information is interpreted only in the context of end use. The approach is ecological because over time the system is populated with more and more information, and algorithms emulating natural selection based on purposes can determine what information is useful and what is not.

There are many possible applications for the ecological approach in e-learning. The approach could underlie the design of

- a study aid, for example to retrieve for a learner relevant papers from a cache of such papers for a graduate student trying to learn about an area of research (e.g. [19]);
- a recommender system, to recommend some content to a learner that is relevant to his or her current task (e.g. [16]);
- an instructional planner, to plan out a sequence of content pages of relevance to a learner, sort of an individualized curriculum of study;
- a group formation tool, to suggest to the learner a group of other learners relevant to solving a particular task or learning about a particular subject (e.g. [22]);
- a help seeker, to find another learner who can help the learner solve a problem he or she has encountered (e.g. the I-Help system [12]);
- a reminder system, to keep a learner updated with new relevant information, say from the web, that is relevant to the learner’s goals;
- an evaluation tool, to allow learners’ interactions with educational content to be studied by instructional and cognitive scientists, in particular to look at the experiences of all learners or particular types of learners with some educational content;
- an end-use tagging system, to automatically derive educational content tags from pre-established ontologies based on the experiences of the actual users of the content, and that can be parameterized by end use variables such as type of learner, success/failure of the educational content for each type of learner, etc. A variant of this is possibility is the ability to refine, modify, or change pre-assigned metadata based on inferences from end use;
- an “intelligent” garbage collection system, to determine the on-going relevance of educational content and, if necessary, to suggest modifications or even that it be deleted as no longer being useful to learners (e.g. as discussed in [4]).
3. A Semantic Web Approach to Supporting the Ecological Approach

3.1 Introduction

As described more fully in [6], the Department of Computer Science at the University of Saskatchewan has developed a set of e-learning applications which includes both a discussion forum system (asynchronous and synchronous), as well as a learning object-based content management system. Each of these systems is connected to the Massive User Modelling System (MUMS) [7] – a piece of semantic web based middleware which allows these systems to create small packages of learner modelling information called events. These events are marked up using the Resource Description Framework (RDF), and correspond to one or more RDF schemas\(^1\). Events are then forwarded from e-learning applications to higher level applications, in particular software agents, where they can be analysed and acted upon.

Our initial work in applying the ecological approach to learning object metadata is based primarily around our content management system, the iHelp LCMS. This system delivers standard IMS Content Package [18] formatted learning objects to learners, and typically includes text, video, and interactive exercises. In addition to reading the content, learners must complete a short quiz both before and after the learning object is delivered. This quiz contains multiple choice questions which are related to the content that is being taught. Each question/answer pair in a quiz is mapped to a particular domain concept expressed in our domain ontology, as well as an entry in an educational objectives ontology. Our domain ontology is a large (1,000+ node) RDF graph that represents the relationships between concepts covering basic computer science for non-majors, focusing on web technologies (HTML, ECMAScript, etc.) and the history of computer science. Our educational objectives ontology is based on the work done by Anderson et al. [2], which itself is built off of work done by Bloom et al. [1], and indicates the depth of cognition a student has demonstrated in a given topic.

Consider the following example taken from a lesson on operators:

| Question: What is the result of the operation \((2<9) \land (3>2))\? | \n|-----------------------------|\n| i) true                     |\n| ii) false                   |\n
If the learner answers true, it shows they can understand procedural knowledge in both of the topics "RealtionalOperators" and "LogicalOperators". If the learner answers false, they have not demonstrated any knowledge or ability in particular. Using the case of the former as an example, the results can then be expressed in RDF (shown graphically in figure one). It is worth noting that the content management system itself knows only about the user and the question/answers he or she has submitted (the left hand side of the figure) – semantic web rules can be used to value-add the RDF with a derived understanding of the competencies a student has gained after the fact.

\(^1\) Examples of these schemas are available online at http://ai.usask.ca/mums/best_practices
This form of collecting student competencies is relatively agile – there is no need to indicate "correct" and "incorrect" answers, instead, the instructional designer can indicate explicitly which answers demonstrate which competencies. This is especially useful in multiple choice tests where there is often one best answer, but several other options still demonstrate some smaller set of that knowledge. Further, the open world model of RDF allows for an arbitrary number and type of statements to be made about a student's interaction with a quiz. This is useful in making multiple assertions about student knowledge (as in above). We anticipate that associating known misconceptions (a form of bug libraries) with given answers will allow us to further value-add the learner model.

Once assessment data has been collected, it can be attached to the learning object. Instead of just associating the raw data with the object, the data can be summarized by subtracting all of those competencies demonstrated in the pre-test from those demonstrated in the post-test. This then shows the net gain in knowledge the student achieved by interacting with the learning object.

3.2 Issues with this Approach

A significant challenge within the educational technology community is in making e-learning artefacts interoperable. This challenge is the primary reason standards such as the IEEE LOM exist. The problem is that once an implementation deviates from a standard (as in our approach), interoperability begins to get severely hampered. To combat this, we anticipate that agents native to our metadata repository will be needed to reason over and summarize metadata to convert it to a more standardized form for export. Unfortunately, this is a lossy process, as in many instances summarized data cannot contain multiple records, and the new semantics we would like to introduce (through deeper user modelling) are meaningless to external repositories.

During the 2004-2005 regular session we began implementing this approach and collected assessment data from approximately 50 students using our online course, as well as feedback from the instructor. During this time it became apparent that students were frustrated with the pre-tests as they often lacked sufficient knowledge to understand the
question being asked. We are addressing this by changing the pre-test from actual assessment to a declaration of self knowledge, where students would indicate what they felt their level of knowledge in each topic is using a likert scale. Values on this scale would then be mapped to approximate entries in the educational outcome taxonomy being used. In addition, there is a delicate balance between asking too many questions, risking that some of them may be off topic, and not asking enough, thus missing potential useful metadata entries. This is a trade off we are trying to mitigate by working closely with the instructor and instructional designers for the course.

Finally, it should be noted that while this technique allows for the collection of metadata about a given learning object, it does not in and of itself predict if that learning object is going to be useful for a given future learner. It is likely that we will investigate the use of probabilistic models, such as those presented in [23], when actually constructing an automated instructional planner.

4. Conclusions

Metadata specifications, in particular the nearly ubiquitous IEEE LOM standard, have yet to be proven effective at capturing enough metadata at an appropriate level to be used by automated instructional planners. In an attempt to bring automatic instructional planning to our online courseware, we have proposed a more lightweight metadata collection method, dubbed the ecological approach. In this approach arbitrary metadata statements are made about learners and attached to them in the form of a learner model. As a learner interacts within the learning environment, their model is associated with the learning artefacts that exist. In this way metadata is descriptive (based on actual observed interactions), as opposed to prescriptive (assigned by a content expert).

To being to concretize this approach we have started to collect competency lists for each learner both before and after they interact with a learning object, by way of pre and post quizzes. The difference between these lists results in the topics that the given learning object has taught to that particular learner. By associating these lists with the learning object, we are able to form a corpus of evidence that can be used by an instructional planner when sequencing objects together for other learners.

It should be noted that this is just one way in which we are applying the ecological approach. A larger research agenda built around our learner modelling middleware, the Massive User Modelling System (MUMS) [7] is also being pursued. In this we are capturing student interaction with both synchronous and asynchronous discussion forums, such as postings read, time dwelt on a posting, chats participated in, and general availability online. While an immediate end-goal for capturing this is to augment our peer help system (as described more fully in [21]), we also intend to associate this semantic data with learner models, which will then be attached to various artefacts in our systems. We anticipate that this, as well as the extra user interaction information that we are capturing from our content management system (e.g. which learning objects were read, how long they were read, what order they were read in, etc.) will prove useful when trying to adapt learning resources (from peer helpers to traditional learning objects) for personalized instruction.
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Abstract. In Japan, there are very few specialist teachers of IT education, though interest in IT education has continued to grow. And, it is difficult for them to gain the necessary knowledge and skills, since the educational goals and techniques of IT instruction are not yet clearly defined. So, we built ontology of the goal of IT education and its applications based on Semantic Web technology. This application was based on the alignment of ontologies to reuse the result of other research, and we have already described the outline of this application in the different paper. In this paper, we focus on technical details based on Semantic Web technology to realize this application.

Introduction

As a result of the widespread use of the Internet and the development of numerous large information systems, the necessity and importance of IT education have increased. However, there are very few specialist teachers who have the specific skills for teaching IT. Further, it is difficult for them to gain the necessary knowledge and skills, since the educational goals and techniques of IT instruction are not yet clearly defined. For example, most of the teachers who are not specialists mistakenly believe that the use of the technology itself is the main goal of IT education, though the ability to use information systems is a more complex and indispensable aspect of IT education.

Many instructors and researchers have published their opinions on various concepts of IT education and the relationships between these concepts [4]. However, it is difficult for teachers who are not specialists to understand and apply them. And, many organizations provide web pages that show teachers of IT education various useful resources—e.g., digital content, lesson plans, and Q & A [2], [3]. However, it is very difficult to collect the necessary resources for teachers because the relevant web pages are too numerous, and their formats and viewpoints are not unified even when the resources have the same purpose.

One of the causes of these problems is that various concepts related to IT education and practical skills are not yet clearly defined. Because most of the guidelines and commentaries about IT education present the concepts in a disorganized fashion, we believe that these concepts are not conveyed to teachers effectively. So, we built ontology which defines the concepts related to the goal of IT education. This ontology consists solely of concepts of the goal of IT education, and ensures that no confusion of various concepts occurs. However, because the ontology is quite abstract, we think that it is not effective to directly provide teachers with it. To solve this problem, we proposed a framework that can reuse results of
other research [4]. That research clarified concepts of goals of IT education and provided teachers with them. The characteristic of this classification is that it is easy for teachers to understand, though from an ontological engineering viewpoint that may need modification. So, by aligning our ontology and this classification, it is possible to provide teachers with the integrated benefits of both classifications. Moreover, we built a Semantic Web application based on this framework to provide teachers of IT education with useful resources from the various viewpoints they require.

We have already described our ontology and its application in other papers [1], [6]. However, in these papers, we focused on only the contents and functions of this application and did not focus on technical viewpoints. So, in this paper, we focused on technical details based on Semantic Web technology for realization of our application.

1. An Outline of Our Approach

In this section, we describe the outline of our system developed using Semantic Web technology.

1.1 Outline of the system architecture

The purpose of our project is to provide teachers of IT education with useful resources in accordance with the various viewpoints that they might have. The architecture of our system is shown in Figure 1. This framework includes two metadata: one is based on our ontologies, which are described in another paper in detail [1]. We authored metadata of various resources about IT education in RDF using the ontology of the goal of IT education and the ontology of the fundamental academic ability as the tag. The other is based on the Goal List of IT education [4], which was taken from other research which has been conducted by one of the authors for years.

Figure 1. The outline of our approach that is compliant with the openness of the Semantic Web.

The purpose of this Goal List is to provide teachers with viewpoints from which to evaluate the learner's activity during instruction in IT education. Because this Goal List was not generated based on the ontology theory, its quality is not as high as that of an ontology [1]. However, this Goal List already has been so widely used with the same purpose as an ontology
that many information resources that support teachers for IT education in Japan are annotated using it. Therefore, in this paper, we regard this Goal List as an ontology.

In this study, we realize semantic integration between the metadata based on separate ontologies by describing relations between our ontologies and the Goal List clearly. For example, in this framework, the system can reconstruct lesson plans tagged based on the Goal List from the viewpoint of our ontologies and provide with them. In addition, the system can integrate lesson plans based on the Goal List with digital contents based on our ontologies which are able to be used in each step in them. With this framework, it becomes possible for teachers to use many useful resources more effectively for a wider range of purposes.

In this paper, we describe the alignment of our ontologies and the Goal List which is the base of this framework and an example of application services based on it from the technical viewpoint.

1.2 The Layered Structure of Our Semantic Web Application

In this section, we describe the outline of the alignment of ontologies of our Semantic Web Application. The layered structure of this part is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The Layered structure of part concerned with the alignment of ontologies of the Application](image)

This application is constructed in four layers. The bottom layer is the ontology layer in which we define all of the concepts related to our two ontologies and the Goal List of IT education. The second layer is the RDF-Schema Layer in which the vocabularies of classes and properties used in the third layer, the RDF Model Layer, are defined. In the part for the alignment of ontologies, there are three schemata in this layer. As these schemata, the vocabularies of classes and properties related to our ontologies and the Goal List defined in the bottom layer are defined. The third layer is the RDF Model Layer in which, for the alignment of ontologies, we authored metadata of a resource that shows the relations between our two ontologies and the Goal List of IT education by using the vocabularies defined in the RDF-Schema Layer.

Thanks to this framework, we can reuse resources which were annotated based on the Goal List in our application. And, the application can provide teachers with the integrated benefits of both ontologies. As an example of resources, in this paper, we take up simple lesson plans on the Web (called Digital Recipes) provided by Okayama Prefecture Information Education Center [2]. These Digital Recipes are open to the public as resources.
related to concepts of the Goal List. In this example, by this application, for each step in a flow of the instruction, the viewpoints of evaluation are provided with expression that is easy for teachers to understand these meaning as the benefit of the Goal List, and the goals of IT education, which is easy to be hidden in its shadow as the benefit of the ontology, are provided.

2. Details of Each Layer for Realization of Our Semantic Web Application

In this section, we describe the detail of each layer which was shown in the above section for realization of the alignment of ontologies.

2.1 Three Ontologies in the Ontology Layer

In this section, we describe the outline of these ontologies which are used in our Semantic Web application briefly, because we have already described them in other contributions [1], [6]. And, we show the advantages of our ontologies by comparison with the other classification from the viewpoint of the ontology theory.

A portion of the is-a hierarchy as the ontology of the goal of IT education is shown in Figure 3. This ontology was built on the editor "Hozo" [7], which is an environment for building ontologies. The ontology of the goal of IT education consists solely of the concepts of the goal of IT education. Stratification based on is-a relation is the essential property of these concepts, and ensures that no confusion of various concepts occurs; such confusion can obstruct teachers' understanding of concepts of IT education. To build this ontology, we first extracted three concepts that can be the goal of IT education. These are "Knowledge about information", "Skills to utilize information in the information society", and "Independent attitude toward participating in the information society". This classification is compliant with Bloom's taxonomy of instructional objectives [5]. Furthermore, we classified these three concepts into more specific ones.

We extracted and classified the goal of the "Period of Integrated Study" as the ontology of the fundamental academic ability [6]. The "Period of Integrated Study" was created to cultivate ways of learning and thinking and an attitude of trying to solve or pursue problems independently and creatively. The purpose of describing this ability is to show more clearly the essence of the concepts of the goal of IT education by identifying its differences from the academic ability, which is attained in other subjects. For this ontology, we classified three concepts; "Knowledge to live in the society", "Skills to utilize information in the society", and "Independent attitude toward participating in the society", as well as the goal of IT education.

The Goal List has three top-level categories, "Practical Ability of using information", "Scientific understanding of information", and "Awareness toward participating in the information society", which the Ministry of Education prepares in more detail in the same way as our part-of hierarchy. For this purpose, examples of more concrete learning activities that are easy for teachers to understand are provided with a level that shows when learners should attain this goal. We think that it is more suitable for teachers' understanding to provide them with information on activities related to concepts of learning. We think that it is easier for teachers to grasp each description when concepts of learning activities are included in the information provided. Further, it is difficult to set a level of difficulty for a goal of IT education without presenting concepts of learning activities. Consequently, the Goal List has many advantages as information that is provided to teachers directly.
However, the Goal List has some faults from the viewpoint of classification of the goal of IT education. Although, essentially, the classification of educational goals should be performed by extracting the intrinsic goals that should be attained in education and systematizing them, in many of the current classifications, we find concepts other than goals; for example, learning activity and learning environment related to goals are incorrectly mixed up. Moreover, systematization like that in this example, in which other concepts are mixed, sometimes causes another problem: the extracted concepts are not completely independent of each other.

Given these considerations, to the best of our knowledge, there is no goal classification that properly captures the intrinsic educational goals of IT education without any confusion regarding learning activity, standard of evaluation for education, etc. It is difficult to separate various concepts related to IT education, because most goals of IT education are meta-abilities that are attained in the process of problem solving. Considering the fact that the purpose of the classification of the goal of IT education is to give teachers a clear understanding of the educational goals, our goal ontology is more suitable, based on the fact that it reveals the inherent conceptual structure of educational goals and thereby facilitates a teacher's understanding of those goals.

2.2 Definition of Vocabularies of Classes and Properties in RDF-Schema Layer

In this section, we describe the vocabularies defined in the RDF-Schema Layer for tags that are used in the RDF Model Layer. In this study, we define the vocabularies used to realize the alignment of ontologies in three namespaces.

The vocabularies defined in these three namespaces are shown in Table 1. The first schema which is referred to by the prefix "it_goal" in this study, defines the vocabularies of
classes and properties related to the goal of IT education. The second schema which is referred to by the prefix "pre_goal" in this study, defines the vocabularies of classes and properties related to the fundamental academic ability. The third schema which is referred to by the prefix "goal_list" in this study, defines the vocabularies of classes and properties related to the Goal List of IT education. In Table 1, we omit a description of the classes defined in these namespaces, because all classes show concepts of three ontologies which we explained in the above section.

Table 1. Vocabularies defined in the RDF-Schema Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prefix</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>vocabulary</th>
<th>explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>it_goal</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>target_it_goal</td>
<td>Target goal as IT education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre_goal</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>target_pre_goal</td>
<td>Target fundamental academic ability as goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal_list</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>target_example</td>
<td>Target learning activity that includes same goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal_list</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>example_activity</td>
<td>Example learning activity in the category of the Goal List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal_list</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>level_of_difficulty</td>
<td>Level of difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject in school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Unit for learning content of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Learning activity by students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Grade in school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>realization</td>
<td>Educational goal of an ideal to expect realization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>goal_Description</td>
<td>Description about target educational goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch_ed</td>
<td>Property</td>
<td>grade</td>
<td>Target grade of Subject or Sub-subject in school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the RDF-Schema Layer, we also define other vocabularies to use in RDF Model Layer for description of other metadata which are used in our application. Here, in Table 1, we show parts of vocabularies which are used for examples of services which are shown in Figure 2. These vocabularies are defined in a namespace which are referred by the prefix "she_ed". This schema defines the vocabularies of classes and properties related to the school education.

2.3 Description of relationships between our ontologies and the Goal List of IT education in the RDF Model Layer

In this section, we explain the RDF Model for the description of resources which show the relationships between our ontologies and the Goal List of IT education. In this study, we describe the relationships of these by giving meaning to concrete learning activities which are provided in the classification of the Goal List based on our ontologies.

In the Goal List of IT education, for this purpose, examples of concrete learning activities that are easy for teachers to understand are provided with a level that shows when learners should attain this goal. Each example of these learning activities is practical activity and contains educational goals that the concepts of our two ontologies explain. We authored metadata of these learning activities in RDF, which belong to the respective concepts of the Goal List, by using the vocabularies defined in the RDF-Schema about the concepts of the ontology of the goal of IT education and the fundamental academic ability. A part of the RDF Model for description of the metadata is shown in Figure 4.

As shown in this model, all learning activities which are provided in the classification of the Goal List are tagged based on the ontology of the goal of IT education and the ontology of the fundamental academic ability. So, the relationships between our two ontologies and the Goal List can be described around these learning activities in this model. Thanks to description of this model, the alignment of our ontologies and the Goal List can be realized, because the metadata which have already been open to the public are authored based on these learning activities in the Goal List by teachers.
3. Details of an Example of the Services of the Application by the alignment of ontologies

In this section, we describe details of an example of the services of the Semantic Web application by the alignment of ontologies. This example is a function which uses the Digital Recipes explained in Section 1. These Digital Recipes show the lesson plans of several classes for a unit. Each plan includes not only the basic information (such as target grade, target subject, aim in the whole classes and so on) but also the flow of concrete learning activities. In the metadata of the Digital Recipes, each learning activity is tagged based on the Goal List. We show an example of web pages of Digital Recipes which are tagged with the Goal List on the left in Figure 5. The services of the application explained in detail in this section is a system that converts the contents of the screen shot on the left in Figure 5 to the contents of the screen shot on the right. Next, we explain the details of processing to realize this service.

A part of description of the metadata of Digital Recipes based on the Goal List which are authored by teachers is shown on the left at the bottom in Figure 5. These metadata are output in RDF automatically from the contents which teachers input on the spread sheet software in the form specified by the macro function. The system analyzes the metadata of a Digital Recipe and extracts concepts of the Goal List tagged in this resource, then the system extracts the concepts of the ontology of the goal of IT education related to those concepts of the Goal List from the other resource (Description of the relations between the ontology and the Goal List) in the RDF Model Layer. The system integrates the original resources with extracted concepts of the ontology and outputs it as an HTML file.

This system can provide teachers with the integrated benefits of both ontologies. In this example, for each step in a flow of the instruction, the viewpoints of evaluation are provided with expression that is easy for teachers to understand these meaning as the benefit of the Goal List, and the goals of IT education, which is easy to be hidden in shadow of it as the benefit of the ontology, are provided.

4. Related Work

Many organizations and researchers have been trying to enhance shareability and reusability of various educational resources. Here, we introduce some of these efforts that are related to our approach briefly.
The Learning Object Metadata (LOM) was provided by The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) [8]. The LOM specifies the syntax and semantics of Learning Object Metadata, defined as the attributes required to fully describe a learning object. We cannot describe the contents of the Learning Objects in compliance with the LOM standards because they focus on the minimal set of attributes to allow these LOs to be managed, located, and evaluated in total independence of their contents. Our approach aims at describing the detailed contents by limiting objects concretely such as lesson plans.

There is the IMS Learning Design project which aims at making the standard to describe the instruction/learning activities, the learning environment, and the learning objectives that can be expressed in lesson plan [9]. In compliance with this standard, we can express the contents of lesson plan in detail. However, we think that this expression is too complex for teachers who do not understand the contents and goal of education enough yet. Our approach aims at expressing them with solely educational goal for the teachers who do not understand them.

There are some researches based on these standards and various ontologies [10], [11]. The goal of [10] is to specify an evolutional perspective on the Intelligent Educational Systems (IES) authoring and in this context to define the authoring framework EASE: powerful in its functionality, generic in its support of instructional strategies and user-friendly in its interaction with authors. And, the study [11] proposes a theory-aware ITS authoring system based on the domain and task ontologies of instructional design.

And, there is a research (TM4L) [12] which describes the metadata of digital learning resources based on ontologies as well as us. TM4L describes the metadata of digital course...
libraries based on the ISO XTM standard (XML Topic Maps) to organize and retrieve information in a more efficient and meaningful way. The difference between our approach and TM4L’s approach is that we realize the alignment with other ontology.

We intend to build a support system for designing an instructional system for cultivating practical skills to solve various problems based on the framework which is proposed in this paper with referring to the results of these related works.

5. Summary

We described the Semantic Web system which provides teachers of IT education with useful web resources. This system is based on the alignment of our ontologies and other ontology to reuse the results of other research. In this paper, we focused on the technical details based on Semantic Web technology to realize this system.

In future work, we intend to build the system which supports teachers of IT education dynamically to plan a lesson by describing relations between the concepts of our ontologies systematically.
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Abstract. In spite of the fact that the field of applying ontological research in education is fairly young it is already quite broad and fuzzy. The set of technologies used and developed there have roots in a variety of diverse areas of information and pedagogical sciences. To facilitate the process of scientific and scholastic search the domain needs to be structured.

This paper presents two main results: an ontological overview of the Ontologies for Education field and an initial report on the development of an ontology-driven web portal providing a single network place, where researchers, students, and practitioners can find information about available research projects and successful practices in this field.

Introduction

Among the variety of modern trends in educational technology development the application of ontological research is probably one of the most fashioned and rapidly evolving. After the first dedicated workshop in 1999 \cite{1} seven more workshops \cite{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and three special journal issues \cite{9, 10, 11} have been brought out. This does not include numerous papers in related conferences, journals, and books. In spite of the fact that the field is fairly young it is already quite broad and fuzzy. The set of technologies applied and developed there have roots in a variety of diverse areas of information and pedagogical sciences. To facilitate the process of scientific and scholastic search and the research in this area we decided to collect and classify the available information in the field and to use it for building the Ontologies for Education (O4E) Web Portal.

A number of papers have been devoted to the analysis of the field providing overviews of its different aspects. Mizoguchi and Bourdeau in their seminal work \cite{12} enlisted a number of challenges that have not been met yet by the AI-ED technologies and proposed a roadmap of how the application of ontological engineering could assist in dealing with those challenges. Similar work is done in \cite{13, 14, 15}, as well as in \cite{16} for the more specific domain of Web-based Intelligent Systems. Several overviews of existing tools or created domain ontologies have been also performed. Examples of the former are the overview and comparison of ontology engineering environments \cite{17}, and the analysis of semantic annotation tools for learning material made in \cite{18}. An example from the latter group is the overview of ontologies in the domain of engineering design \cite{19}.
This paper however intends neither to give a broader overview of ontology-based solutions to existing problems in e-Learning nor to evaluate the developed artifacts. It rather attempts to provide a general snapshot of the state-of-the-art research in the field of applying and developing ontologies for education. It also proposes building of a single web place, where relevant research projects and successful practices are classified and annotated. We consider that such an effort is well-timed, since there is already a critical but not yet excessive mass of information, so it is still possible to handle it. Pretty soon the situation will be much more unfavourable; note that in 2004 alone three special journal issues related to the Educational Semantic Web have been published! [9, 10, 11]. We believe that building of even modest ontology and using it to index the more important available resources (publications, events, projects, groups, etc.) would be of great benefit to the O4E community. We further believe that the O4E Portal will make it possible for the interested part of the O4E community to collaborate on extending and refining the ontology and keeping the resources current. The reported here work is the first step in this direction.

The following discussion is divided into three parts focused on the development process of the O4E ontology, the ontology itself, and the O4E Web Portal.

1. The O4E Ontology Development

Our first goal was to collect and structure the available information related to the use of ontologies in the field of education. When the question for classifying and representing the collected information arose, it was natural to think about building of an ontology.

It is often the case in computer science that the technological developments appear before the theoretical ones. Ontology engineering is not an exception of this pattern. Several related standards, languages, and powerful tools have been already developed [20]. However, the (e-learning) ontology designers and practitioners still face major problems and lack of support to develop even simple ontologies. We mean not syntactic but semantic problems. What ontology designers currently miss are some theory-backed practical techniques for manual ontology development. Recent findings in knowledge engineering along with the first results in the educational ontological research [12] can help in tackling this “bottleneck” problem. We tried to use those findings when eliciting, structuring and designing the O4E ontology.

In our project, as in many other ontology-based applications, we have to deal with two types of knowledge - subject domain and structure, which leads to two types of ontologies. A domain ontology represents the basic concepts of the domain under consideration along with their interrelations and basic properties. A structure ontology defines the logical structure of the content. It is generally subjective and depends greatly on the goals of the ontology application. It typically represents hierarchical and navigational relationships. While a domain ontology can be used as a mechanism for establishing a shared understanding of a specific domain, a structure ontology enforces a disciplined approach to authoring, which is especially important in collaborative and distributed authoring.

The process, named in all methodologies just “create ontology”, is a time- and mind-consuming iterative procedure of categorization or laddering, together with disintegration or detailing. It is a totally informal analytical design, and output structures are rather subjective and sometimes awkward. The collective work gave us the opportunity to merge personal viewpoints into a common framework.

One of the guidelines with regard to the structure ontology relates to the clarity and mapability of the structure. Taking into account that our ontology is to be used not only as a knowledge component of an information system but also as a mind tool for manual information search and navigation, we tried to follow the principle of good shape (or beauty), which is not
new in basic scientific abstraction and modeling (e.g. physics, chemistry, etc.). The most substantial impulse to it was given by the German psychologist Max Wertheimer. His criteria of good Gestalt (image or pattern) [21] we partially transfer to ontological design:

- Law of Pragnanz (the law of good shape): the organization of any structure in the nature or cognition will be as good as the prevailing conditions allow. ‘Good’ here means regular, complete, balanced, and/or symmetrical.
- Law of Parsimony: the simplest example is the best (the Ockham’s razor principle); entities should not be multiplied unnecessarily.

In case of building ontological hierarchies we have to keep in mind that a well-balanced hierarchy is much more comprehensible. We enlist below some tips that we consider useful in formulating the idea of “harmony” in a hierarchical structure:

- Concepts of one level should be linked to their parent concept by one type of relationships, for example, “is-a”, “has-part”, etc. This means that concepts of one layer should have similar nature and level of granularity.
- The ontological tree should be balanced, that is, the depth of the paths in the tree should be more or less equal (∆±2 nodes). This will insure that the general layout is symmetrical. Asymmetry might indicate that the shorter branches are less investigated or the longer ones are too detailed.
- Cross-links should be avoided as much as possible.

When building a structure ontology to be used for information visualization and browsing, it is important to pay special attention to clarity. Minimizing the number of displayed concepts is the best tip according to the Law of Parsimony. The maximal number of branches and the number of levels may follow Miller’s “magical number” (7±2), which is related to the human capacity for processing information [22].

The “beautification” bias is a methodological approach that can help finding points (nodes) of “growth”, “weak” branches, inconsistencies, and excessiveness. But, in fact, specific domain knowledge features may be of higher priority than structure ontology design principles.

2. The O4E Ontology

Figure 1 shows the result of our efforts in developing the O4E domain ontology. In fact we started with the development of a partonomy, using only the “part-whole” relationship type. We plan to consider later the use of other suitable relationships.

The top-level meta-concepts of the domain ontology divide the whole field according to the role ontologies play in the research. When an ontology is considered as an object (the result of an activity) the research is focused on the theoretical and/or practical issues of the ontological engineering that are specific to the educational context. Ontologies might also serve as a technology, facilitating the solution of some educational problems, such as interoperability of knowledge-based systems and components, or assessment of structural knowledge. In this section we summarize the important issues in those two fields. Note that we haven’t included references here; they have been included in the developed O4E-based topic map (see Section 3.).
Figure 1. State-of-the-Art Ontology of Ontological Technologies for Education
2.1 Building Ontologies for Education

When analyzing resources focused on different tasks of educational ontology development we identified two naturally separated areas of research. While some papers mostly study the theoretical issues of ontology engineering, another large set of resources is about practical aspects of ontology development. Three large groups could be identified inside the latter part:

- Automatic and semi-automatic ontology generation and extraction using different kinds of sources and different technologies.
- Manual ontology development, where the research is focused on problems either related to the ontology engineering process or specific to educational technology.
- Research on using different standards and languages for ontology implementation, including attempts of binding Semantic Web and educational (e.g. LOM or SCORM) standards or reporting case studies on implementing general-purpose ontological formalisms in educational settings.

2.2 Using Ontologies in Education

This field combines diverse research on different kinds of educational applications of ontologies. We tried to look on this branch from two perspectives depending on what kind of technology is implemented and what role an ontology plays within a project. Speaking about the technological perspective, we defined three main areas, two of which (knowledge representation and information retrieval) are kind of “technological donors” for the ontological research, while the third one (Semantic Web) benefits from it the most.

As to the application perspective, ontologies have been considered for a long time only as a technical artifact acting as a knowledge base component. The field of education is one of the first, where understanding of an ontology as a cognitive tool came around. In many respects it was due to the wide spread of the constructivist paradigm of learning and the broad use of such knowledge technologies as concept maps, mind maps and others for learning purposes.

3. The O4E Web Portal

Our second goal was to create a web place not only for publishing the created ontology but also to serve as a point of access to the relevant online information.

The initial idea was to design a website containing a graphical representation of the developed taxonomy along with an index page linking all resource web pages we have found. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the website.

After creating the first version of the website we felt that we should further represent the ontology in an exchangeable, shareable and interoperable format, so that it can be easily moved, updated, merged, etc., which is a must for its further development and survival. We chose to represent it as a Topic Map (TM) [23], since this Semantic Web technology is very appropriate for formalization of lightweight ontologies and for structuring and representing ontology-based web information. For its development we used TM4L, which is briefly described in the following section.
3.1 Creating the Ontology with TM4L

TM4L (Topic Maps for e-Learning) is an environment providing support for creating and using ontology-aware topic maps-based repositories of online (learning) materials [24]. It consists of two tools: a TM Editor and a TM Viewer, both standalone applications. In addition, a client-server topic map navigator (the TM4L Browser) is currently under development. The topic maps created with the TM4L Editor (see Fig. 3) are fully compliant with the XML Topic Maps (XTM) standard and thus interchangeable and interoperable with any standard TM tools (can be browsed with any standard TM browser/viewer). The Editor supports also the TM fundamental feature of easy and effective merging and interrelating of existing information resources while maintaining their meaningful structure. This allows for flexibility and expediency in re-using and extending existing repositories.

The main objects that the TM4L Editor manipulates are topics, representing subjects (e.g. domain concepts), relationships, resources, and scopes (views) [26]. We have currently chosen to use the following types of resources: Research Papers, Special Journal Issues, Books, Projects, Software, Conferences, Workshops, Mail Lists/Wikis, Research Labs and Working Groups, and People. We presume that each resource has a unique URI (e.g. the online paper’s URI, the project, conference or person’s webpage, etc.) and use these as subject identifiers for the resources. This allows merging different versions of the O4E topic map correctly.

An additional advantage of using the TM4L Editor and Viewer is that they are free standalone personal tools for creating and browsing educational topic maps, so any interested person can download them [25], along with the current version of the XTM representation of the O4E ontology for their own use. This would allow personal (individual) collection of information resources and augmentation of the topic map. If a person doesn’t change the ontology (i.e. only adds resources and uses the already defined relationship types) and uses the agreed subject indicators, he or she can later contribute the result of their work to the O4E community. For that purpose they need to send their XTM file to the O4E Portal administrator for merging with the main O4E topic map. As we already mentioned, the TM4L Editor supports topic maps merging.
3.2. Ontology Navigation

The TM4L Viewer offers three views: Graph View, Text View and Tree View (see Fig. 4). The user can browse the ontology by selecting an object (topic, relationship, relationship type or role) related to the currently displayed one. When navigating, the user can choose in which panel the information about the selected topic to be displayed. This allows browsing of different objects related to the current one without losing the focus.

When the user selects a particular resource type all instances of that type, for example, all workshops, special journal issues, etc. will be listed in the Tree view. By further selecting a particular resource, the user can see the topics (concepts) it is related to, as well as its content, or can follow the link in case it is an external resource.
4. Future Work and Discussion

We are convinced in the usefulness of the O4E Web Portal for the O4E community and plan to continue the project in several directions.

First, we need to refine further the designed partonomy. The preliminary results of web resource indexing show that some leaf concepts participate in a large number of resources (that is, incorporate large amount of research), while other nodes could hardly be used for indexing of a single resource. Consequently, such “outlying” concepts need to be redesigned. Too ‘rich’ concepts (like subject domain knowledge) should be further divided into smaller ones, while some concepts lacking relevant projects might be combined with their neighbors.

We also plan to develop further the O4E Web Portal, focussing on the possibility of remote online editing of the ontology and resources.

Adding new resources to the O4E Web Portal is another direction of future work. Several more related workshops and conferences are being held this year and presumably more special journal issues are coming (we currently know about one [27]). As the number of resources grows, the problem of navigation throughout the portal will arise. To facilitate resource navigation the resources have to be carefully organised and structured. For example, a paper is a part of a workshop, and a person is a participant of some research group, etc. However, when the number of resources gets too large, only structuring would not help to avoid a navigational burden; then adaptive hypermedia technologies (like social navigation) might be applied.

We believe that the SW-EL@AE-ED’05 workshop participants will contribute to the development of the O4E Web Portal by providing feedback on the structure of the proposed ontology and by proposing the inclusion of new resources. We hope that the portal will take the role of a platform for collaborative community building of ontology-based repository of O4E resources.
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Abstract. The efficient authoring of learning content is a central problem of courseware engineering. Courseware authors will appreciate the benefits of tools which automate various authoring tasks. We describe a system, OntAware, which provides an environment comprising a set of software tools that support learning content authoring, management and delivery. This system exploits an opportunity provided by the emerging technologies of the Semantic Web movement, most notably knowledge-representation standards and knowledge-processing techniques. The system represents a combination of these newer developments with earlier work in areas such as artificial intelligence (AI) and intelligent tutoring systems (ITS).

A key feature of the authoring environment is the semi-automatic generation of standard e-learning and other courseware elements (learning objects). Widely available standardised knowledge representations (ontologies) and ontology-structured content are used as source material. Standard courseware elements are produced by the application of graph transformations to these ontologies. The resulting products can be hosted by standards-compliant delivery environments.

Adaptivity is an important characteristic of the system as a whole. Authors can select and customise new or existing subject ontologies and employ an appropriate teaching/learning strategy in the generation of learning objects. Instructors can configure the delivery environment either to offer strictly sequenced presentations to students, or to allow also varying degrees of free student navigation, based on the the runtime incorporation of domain ontologies. Students in turn can take the generated courses in the preconfigured delivery environment, and this delivery is dynamically customised to the individual student's preferences and constantly monitored learning track.

The combination of the semi-automatic generation of learning objects with an adaptive delivery environment is a central feature of this new system.

Keywords: courseware generation, Semantic Web, ontology, learning object, adaptivity.

1. Introduction

The key goal in most forms of instruction is the acquisition by the learner of certain problem-solving skills. Invariably, this presupposes the lesser goal of conceptual knowledge acquisition. Much published instructional training and test materials, including e-learning content, concentrates on this lesser, easier goal [1]. While, in the longer term, we intend to support both categories of learning, in this paper we concentrate mainly on conceptual learning.

The Semantic Web has triggered some new developments in knowledge engineering and machine learning, most notably the standardisation of knowledge specifications. Standardised ontologies already serve as shared conceptual-knowledge skeletons, and declarative knowledge-processing specifications may soon be used to model tasks requiring common
problem-solving skills such as procedure selection and application. The time is long since ripe for exploiting the above developments for e-learning courseware engineering [2, 3]. This project represents some steps in this direction. Specifically, we propose to semi-automate the generation of courseware learning objects by applying graph transformations to the concept graphs represented by the ontologies of the Semantic Web.

The overall structure of this paper reflects the functional architecture of our system. Firstly, we position our work in the broader context of current of Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) research. Then we describe the basic functionality of our system, the generation and export of static courseware. By this we mean the production and export of stand-alone standard learning objects such as slide sequences or tests. Next, we discuss extensions to this functionality in the generation of courseware for flexible delivery. By flexible delivery here we mean run-time support for combinations of the various forms of navigation and adaptivity discussed in Section 4. Both Sections 3 and 4 address the production of learning objects for the imparting of conceptual knowledge content. In conclusion, we evaluate our experiences to date and we briefly discuss the possibility of semi-automating also the generation of learning objects that can exercise a learner’s problem-solving skills.

2. Background and Related Work

Our work addresses some of the concerns recently expressed by others such as Devedzic [4]. He notes that there are several challenges in improving Web-based education, such as providing for more adaptivity and intelligence, and that a key enabler of this improvement will be the provision of ontological support. The creation of educational Web content with ontological annotation should be supported by ontology-driven authoring tools based on a number of underlying ontologies, e.g., those describing the domain itself, as well as various theories of learning and the instructional design process. Devedzic refers to the the most notable work in the AIED community related to the development of educational ontologies, e.g., that of Mizoguchi and Bourdeau [1], who have outlined a road map towards an ontology-aware authoring system.

Others have taken approaches to concept-based courseware authoring similar to ours, e.g., the AIMS system [5, 6] which provides the author with assistance in creating content through domain and instructional models and in configuring these for delivery. A special feature of AIMS is the support of a generic set of authoring tasks within the system. A user model captures the learner profile, and provides the information on which adaptivity is based. See also the Courseware Watchdog [7] which supports lecturers in the preparation of new courses. It is based on the Edutella peer-to-peer network and employs focused crawling and conceptual browsing to provide personalized access to learning material that is available somewhere on the Web. Another relevant system is AdaptWeb [8] which offers adaptive content presentation of Web-based courses, according to selected programs and student’s profile. Course contents are customized according to complexity, sequencing, the use of examples and supplementary materials.

3. The Generation and Export of Static Courseware

3.1 The Modularisation of Knowledge and Courseware

Concept graphs, semantic nets or ontologies are the natural organising skeletal structure for courseware content. They are similar to popular mind-maps and may be likened to the mental
cognitive structures of various pedagogical models [9]. The AI and ITS communities have employed such graph structures for some time and their processing is well understood. But now, thanks to the impetus of the Semantic Web, some globally accepted, interoperable, standard knowledge representations have emerged, e.g., XML Topic Maps (XTM), the simpler Resource Description Framework/Schema (RDF/S) and the RDF/S-based Web Ontology Language (OWL). In addition there is now adequate ontology-processing tool support, e.g., the Jena RDF Toolkit from Hewlett-Packard and the Protégé GUI ontology editor from Stanford University, together with a widening range of freely available standardised upper and domain ontologies, e.g., the Standard Upper Ontology [10].

3.2 The Generation of Learning Objects

The OntAware system contains a tool that accepts as input an RDF/S-based (OWL) ontology file and generates as output a variety of static courseware files, consisting of both interactive and non-interactive learning objects (LOs). The user is required to select one subject ontology from a list of same. For simplicity, let us suppose that the goal of the generated LOs will be to teach the ontology’s knowledge content and its class-subclass and class-instance relationships in particular. For illustration, we employ a simple top-down deductive instructional strategy. At the start the author is presented with a menu of target learning concepts (actually the classes in the selected ontology) and s/he can select one of these as the main target learning goal. Then on demand, s/he may automatically generate certain LOs constructed by a standard concept sequencing algorithm, recursive pre-order depth-first graph traversal (See [11], [12]), applied to the subtree formed by the selected concept and its related subconcepts. The concept and its description are listed, followed by direct example instances of the concept and their property values. Then, if the concept has direct subconcepts, these are given the same treatment, and so on for their subconcepts too in a recursive fashion.

The non-interactive LOs produced include a lesson plan/outline and a corresponding (e.g., PPT, HTML or other de-facto standard) slideshow sequence, consisting of bullet-pointed slides showing relevant concepts and examples taken directly from the ontology. The above generative graph-traversal algorithm has been modified to produce also an interactive LO in the form of an objective multiple-choice test. For example, this test may include questions such as, "Which of the following items is (or is not) an example of the concept, X?" These questions and their answer options are randomly generated, dynamically, and based solely on the interface to the underlying ontology. The objective tests generated by the system conform to the IMS/QTI [13] standards and can be exported to compliant external courseware delivery platforms. The products exported by this component of OntAware would be useful to the student for self-learning or to the courseware author as an aid in the authoring process. Usually, the generated slides would need to be fleshed out further with standard textual or graphic content, and the inter-LO sequencing would need to be determined. The tool provides a demonstration of the technical feasibility of converting standard Semantic-Web ontologies into useful standard learning objects.
4. The Generation of Courseware for Flexible Delivery

4.1 Constrained, Sequenced E-Learning versus Free Navigation

Semantic-Web ontologies are intended primarily to support free navigation of semantically linked content. In addition to the generation of static courseware, the OntAware system also has its own delivery environment which offers the best of both worlds by supporting totally free ontology-based navigation and allowing the user to specify increasing degrees of constrained navigation based on the generated courseware lesson plans (concept sequences).

4.2 Free Ontology-based Navigation

In addition to the generative functionality described above (3.2), the OntAware system contains a knowledge and courseware delivery environment. In its basic mode of operation this environment offers free ontology-based navigation to the user. At the front end this consists of three types of browser screen layout:

- **Concept Screen** (Figure 1) showing the name and description of the current concept, and links to:
  - Superconcepts of the current concept
  - Subconcepts of the current concept
  - Properties defined for the current concept
  - Individual instances/examples of the current concept
- **Property Screen** showing the name of the current property, and links to:
  - Domain concepts of the current property
  - Range concepts of the current property
- **Individual Screen** showing the name, description and attribute values of the current individual, and links to:
- Concept classes of the current individual
- Property value instances of the current individual

The above screens are dynamically constructed by delivery-tool servlets (Figure 2). These screens, particularly the concept screen and the individual screen, play a double role in the system. On the one hand they serve as ontology-based content navigation screens, but on the other, they also play the role of active slides in the delivery environment. The slide metaphor is important educationally, since each slide/screen is intended to focus the user’s attention on only one concept at a time and on information directly related to it. The use of these active slides requires at least a runtime version of the OntAWare system, rather than merely a third-party viewer.

4.3 Option of Guided Navigation

If so desired by the instructor/student, a courseware lesson plan, in the form of guided navigation through the above ontology-based screens, may be activated. In order to generate these lesson plans (i.e., concept sequences), the system currently employs the same ontology graph traversal algorithm described in Subsection 3.2 above. Normally, the system is configured to support two separate categories of user: the author/instructor, who generates the lesson plan, and the student, who follows it. At any stage when following the guidance of a given lesson plan, the student has the option of freely wandering using any of the on-screen links described above. The system constantly monitors the student’s movements, so s/he can move forward, backtrack, or return to the generated guided lesson plan at any time.

![Figure 2: Basic OntAWare Functional Architecture.](image)

4.4 Option of Adaptive Guided Navigation

Based on the fact that the student’s learning track is now being monitored at lesson delivery time, it is a natural step to introduce some real-time adaptivity into the guidance provided. By default, if adaptive guidance is switched on (see Figure 1), the system makes the simplifying
assumption, that, if a student has visited a particular concept screen, s/he knows that concept and does not need to revisit it. This minimal level of adaptivity can be left under the student’s control, or alternatively, the degree of free navigation or of guidance adaptivity allowed to the student may be preset by the instructor. This functionality can be further enhanced by basing adaptivity on student knowledge evaluation using the automatically generated pre- and post-tests mentioned in Subsection 3.2 above.

4.5 Combining Flexibile Delivery with Interoperability

As already noted, by flexibility here we mean the options of free navigation, guided navigation and adaptive guided navigation discussed above. Crucially this flexibility is based on the availability of the ontology information at lesson-delivery (i.e., guided-navigation) time. The system also has an advanced feature which allows it to incorporate such flexibility in certain standardised LOs it exports to third-party delivery platforms. We can export whole courses consisting of standardised packages of LOs, e.g., lessons, tests, etc., to third-party delivery platforms. At the same time we preserve the delivery flexibility already demonstrated within these LOs. The system uses the SCORM Content Aggregation Model [14] for the packaging of these LOs, together with Simple Sequencing standard for inter-LO sequencing. We do not expose the internals of our generated LOs to third-party environments. Rather, we maintain complete control over intra-LO sequencing/navigation. This implies that a runtime version of OntAWare, together with the source ontologies, must be made available within the context of the delivery platform. For greater flexibility learning grid services may be combined with the SCORM runtime environment in the future [15].

4.6 Further Types of Flexibility

At the back end of the system there is support for ontology database maintenance. Courseware learning objects may be generated either from ontologies in the database or from externally sourced ontology files. If so desired, these ontology files can be imported into the OntAWare ontology database, and extended by the courseware author with his/her own concepts, examples, etc. Little if any ontology expertise is required of the courseware author, since this is accomplished via user-friendly screens similar to that in Figure 1. This feature provides the basis for further types of flexibility in the system.

For example, this ontology base can act as a master index into a wide range of traditional courseware, web and other content repositories. The courseware author/teacher is allowed to insert his/her own favourite web-page links on the generated screens and these are stored along with the underlying ontology. Tool support to aid link discovery is provided by employing the concept-based metadata searching techniques of the Semantic Web. At lesson presentation time these links may be displayed automatically on the relevant lesson screens. The ability to write to the ontology base also facilitates the implementation of persistent user models, which are overlaid on the underlying ontology, e.g., a simple percentage value can indicate how well the student knows a given concept. Each user’s state of domain knowledge can be modelled in this way and updated automatically by the delivery process. This can serve to extend the adaptivity described in 4.4 above.
5. Conclusion

The advent of the Semantic Web shows great promise for education and knowledge management generally. However, in addition to the benefits accruing from the normal uses of this new environment, we believe that the underlying technologies currently being developed to realise the Semantic Web vision can already be exploited in support of courseware engineering.

While others have adopted more theory-driven architectural approaches to the design of similar systems [16, 17], we have consciously taken an incremental practical approach. This strategy has proved to be a fruitful one. First, we verified that we could automatically generate and export useful learning objects from the domain ontologies of the Semantic Web. Second, we developed an ontology-based user-friendly free content navigation system – this then served as the basis for further developments. Third, by combining the first two steps, we introduced ontology-based navigation guidance for the student user of the system. Fourth, we added real-time user monitoring and corresponding adaptive navigation guidance. Fifth, we incorporated convenient transparent ontology modification for the teacher. So far, we have used a simple concept-sequencing algorithm as a representative instructional strategy. However, in the currently ongoing steps we are generalising on this by allowing the teacher to specify in advance the sequencing algorithms and broader instructional strategies to be employed.

The ontology graph transformations employed so far in the OntAWare system have been hardcoded (in Java) and so necessarily incorporate an implicit instructional strategy, e.g., the traditional, top-down, deductive, from-abstract-concepts-to-concrete-examples approach. We hope to replace such hard-coded algorithms with declarative ontology-transformation specifications. These will be selected and perhaps customised by the courseware author and used to capture a variety of instructional strategies.

The LOs that can readily be generated from ontology sources necessarily focus on the imparting of knowledge to the student. But the really interesting kinds of LO are those which constructively train the student in some skill requiring knowledge application, e.g., problem solving (See: [9], [18], [19]). Future work will examine whether Semantic Web technology can be used to semi-automate the production of such advanced dynamic LOs. Semantic-Web technology consists, not merely of the static source ontologies themselves, but also of the tools used to reason with and transform these ontologies. If we begin by limiting the problem domain to well-defined categories, and describe a given problem scenario stepwise, where each step is defined in terms of a set of preconditions and its successful solution as a set of postconditions, then we may be able to generate LOs that teach or test the skill of solving such a problem. Languages, e.g., OWL-S [20], currently being developed for the standardisation of web service specifications may prove useful here.

So, we expect that ontology graph transformation representations will be doubly useful in the future. Not only will they will provide a method for capturing generalised instructional strategies for knowledge acquisition, but also these graph transformations themselves may well act as sources for the semi-automatic generation of the dynamic learning objects required for skills acquisition.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a learning design ontology that is based on the IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) specification. The IMS LD is a metadata standard that describes the elements of the design of any teaching-learning process on the basis of a well-founded conceptual model. However, this specification has been modelled and represented using the XML-Schema language, which is not expressive enough to describe the semantics of all the elements of such conceptual model. To solve these limitations, we have developed an ontology using Protégé at the knowledge level, and then translated into OWL, to represent it in the standard language of the Semantics Web, and first order logic, to formalize the axioms defined in the ontology.
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1. Introduction

In the last years, the growing of the Internet have opened the door to new ways of learning and education methodologies. Furthermore, the appearance of different tools and applications has increased the need for interoperable as well as reusable learning contents, teaching resources and educational tools [1]. Driven by this new environment, several metadata specifications describing learning resources, such as IEEE LOM [2] or Dublin Core [3], and learning design processes [4] have appeared. In this context, the term learning design is used to describe the method that enables learners to achieve learning objectives after a set of activities are carried out using the resources of an environment. From the proposed specifications, the IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) [5] has emerged as the de facto standard that facilitates the representation of any learning design that can be based on a wide range of pedagogical techniques.

The metadata specifications are useful solutions to describe educational resources in order to favour the interoperability and reuse between learning software platforms. However, the majority of the metadata standards are just focused on determining the vocabulary to represent the different aspects of the learning process, while the meaning of the metadata elements is usually described in natural language. Although this description is easy to understand for the learning participants, it is not appropriate for software programs designed to process the metadata. To solve this issue, ontologies [6] could be used to describe formally
and explicitly the structure and meaning of the metadata elements; that is, an ontology would semantically describe the metadata concepts. Furthermore, both metadata and ontologies emphasize that its description must be shared (or standardized) for a given community.

In the educational domain, authors have developed ontologies to: (1) describe the learning contents of technical documents [7]; (2) to model the elements required for the design, analysis, and evaluation of the interaction between learners in computer supported cooperative learning [8]; (3) to specify the knowledge needed to define new collaborative learning scenarios [9]; or (4) to formalize the semantics of learning objects that are based on metadata standards (like LOM) [10]. The focus of that research is either on the development of a taxonomy of concepts on the basis of a established theory or specification [7,8,9], or on the formal definition of the metadata using an ontology language [10]. However, none of them deal with the formal description of the meaning of the concepts, and they do not address the ontological modelling of any specification for learning design.

In this paper, we present a learning design ontology based on the IMS LD Level A specification. In this ontology, the IMS LD elements are modelled in a concept taxonomy in which the relations between the concepts are explicitly represented. Furthermore, a set of axioms constraining the semantics of the concepts has been formulated from the restrictions (available in natural language) identified in the analysis of the IMD LD specification.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2, the need for a learning design ontology is justified; in section 3, the concept taxonomy and the ontology axioms are described; then, in section 4, an example that illustrates how the ontology could be used; finally, the contributions of the paper are summarized.

2. The Need for a Learning Design Ontology

The IMS Learning Design specification is a metadata standard that describes all the elements of the design of a teaching-learning process [5]. This specification is based on: (1) a well-founded conceptual model that defines the vocabulary and the functional relations between the concepts of the LD; (2) an information model that describes in an informal (natural language) way the semantics of every concept and relation introduced in the conceptual model; and (3) a behavioural model that specifies the constraints imposed to the software system when a given LD is executed in runtime. In other words, the behavioural model defines the semantics of the IMS LD specification during the execution phase.

To facilitate the interoperability between software systems, the IMS LD specification has been formally modelled through the XML-Schema language [11,12]. However, the knowledge model of this language is not expressive enough to describe the semantics (or meaning) associated to the elements of the IMS LD. Thus, the main limitations of the XML-Schema language are [13]:

- Hierarchical (is-a) relations between two or more concepts cannot be explicitly defined. Therefore, there are no inheritance mechanisms facilitating the representation of concept taxonomies. For example, in the IMS LD specification, the Learner and Staff elements do not inherit the attributes and relations of the Role element: they are just included as XML sub-elements of the Role element.
General and formal constraints (or axioms) between concepts, attributes, and relations cannot be specified. These axioms describe more precisely the semantics of the concepts, because they constrain how the instances of the concepts could be created. For instance, the axiom “if an Act is executed in the context of a Play, and both have a given value for the time limit attribute, the value of this attribute for the Play should be greater or equal than the value for the Act” could not be represented in the XML-Schema language.

To solve these limitations of the XML-Schema language, a software system processing any given LD should automatically manage the semantics of the specification, guaranteeing that both restrictions and concept hierarchy are verified. Therefore, the modelling of the IMS LD specification needs to be enriched in order to describe explicitly and formally the semantics of its elements. To achieve this goal, we have developed an ontology [6], as it facilitates the semantic description of the conceptual model as well as the definition of formal axioms related to both information and behavioural models. This ontology is based on a knowledge model that includes complex taxonomic relations (like both hierarchical and ad-hoc relations, disjoint and exhaustive partitions, etc.) as well as formal axioms.

3. The Learning Design Ontology

To develop the Learning Design ontology we have created a concept taxonomy, which describes the elements of the IMS LD conceptual model and the IMS LD information model, and a set of axioms, which formally constraint the semantics of the concept taxonomy on the basis of the explanations formulated in natural language in both information and behavioural models.

3.1. Description of the Concept Taxonomy

The upper node of the LD ontology is the Unit of Learning concept (Figure 1) that defines a general module of an educational process, like a course or a lesson. Following the IMS LD specification, a unit of learning is modelled as a content package [5] that integrates the description of both the LD and the set of resources related to it. The Resource concept allows to represent various entities, like physical resources (Web pages, files, etc.), and concepts whose attribute description is domain-dependent (learning objectives, prerequisites, etc.). To model the different kinds of resources, we have extended the IMS LD specification with a new hierarchy of concepts (grey boxes in Figure 1). In this way, when a LD concept refers to any of the resource properties, it establishes a relation with the Item concept, which in turn, has a set of subclasses that replicate the hierarchical structure of the resources (following a one-to-one correspondence). These two hierarchies have been introduced to decouple the references to the resources (Item hierarchy) from their modelling (Resource hierarchy). Thus, if two applications use the same LD to model a course, but define the resources in a different way (for example, if the learning objectives are specified either as textual description or through their corresponding attributes), the LD does not need to be changed because the links to the resources are indirectly established through the Item hierarchy.
Learning Design Description

The Learning Design concept is related to the Learning Objective and Pre-requisite concepts, which define the intended outcomes when the unit of learning is carried out, and the previous knowledge needed to participate in it, respectively. Both concepts are subclasses of the Item concept, and therefore they will be mapped onto the Learning objective and Prerequisite concepts of the Resource hierarchy.

The Learning Design concept has a number of Components used to describe the learning process: the Execution Entities to be carried out, which can be Activities or Activity Structures (groups of activities that will be executed in sequence); the Roles that participate in the execution of those activities as instances of the Learner and Staff concepts; and the Environments that describe the educational resources to be used in the activities. These concepts constitute an exhaustive and disjoint partition, because an instance of a Component must necessarily be an instance of one of its subclasses.

The Learning Design concept is also related to the Method concept, which describes the dynamics of the learning process (Figure 2): a method is composed of a number of instances of the Play concept that could be interpreted as the runscript for the execution of the unit of learning. All the play instances have to be executed in parallel, and each one consists of Act instances, which could be understood as a stage of a course or module. The Act instances must be executed in sequence (according to the values of the execution order attribute), and they are composed by a number of Role Part instances.

Figure 1. Upper concepts of the Learning Design ontology.
that will be executed concurrently. A **Role Part** associates a **Role(s)** with an **Execution Entity** to be carried out in the context of the act. Finally, every **Execution Entity** requires an **Environment**, which manages **Learning Objects** as resources. In summary, the execution of an act consists on the simultaneous participation of roles in an activity or group of activities, and once the activities are completed, the associated roles could participate in the execution of any other activity through different role part instances.

The **Activity** concept has two subclasses: the **Learning Activity** concept and the **Support Activity** concept. A **Learning Activity** models an educational activity that establishes a relation with the **Prerequisite** and the **Learning Objective** concepts. The **Support Activity**, however, is introduced to facilitate the execution of a learning activity, but it does not cover any learning objective. These two classes

---

**Figure 2.** Concept taxonomy that describes the dynamics of a learning design.
constitute a disjoint and exhaustive partition, because an instance of the Activity concept should be either a learning or a support activity.

Every concept involved in the dynamics of the learning process (Method, Play, Act, and Activity) establishes a relation with one of the subclasses of the Complete Unit concept, which indicates when an execution is finished. In the IMS LD Level A, this condition can be specified through the time limit attribute, which define the temporal duration of the execution, or referred to an instance of the entity of which is composed by. For example, an act would be completed when the instance of the Role Part pointed out by the relation when-role-part-completed has finished. Furthermore, in both Level B and C of IMS LD, the modelling of these subclasses will be extended to enable the specification of more complex completion conditions.

3.2. Description of the Learning Design Ontology Axioms

The three models of the IMS LD specification contain a natural language description of the semantics of all the taxonomy concepts, including the constraints that should verify their instances when they are created and managed by a software system. To incorporate these restrictions to the LD ontology we have applied the following procedure: first, the description of the constraints is identified in the text of IMS LD; then, if necessary, this description is reformulated considering the elements of the LD concept taxonomy (concepts, relations, and attributes); and, finally, the restrictions are represented in a declarative, formal, and language-independent way as axioms in first order logic. In Table 1, three axioms obtained following this procedure are presented.

Depending on the stage where the axioms are applied, we distinguish between two different kinds of axioms:

- Design axioms, which determine how the instances of the taxonomy concepts will be created when a given learning design has been specified. For example, the first axiom of the Table 1 will not allow to create a play with a value for the time limit attribute less than the time limit of any of its acts. Following the procedure previously described, we have extracted and formally defined 28 axioms, most of them from the IMS LD concept and information models.

- Runtime axioms, which are associated with the management and monitoring of the execution of the learning design created during the design phase. For example, one of the axioms of this category must guarantee that the plays of the method are executed in parallel. However, to specify many of these axioms it is necessary to extend the LD ontology for including a runtime model (not defined in the IMS LD specification) that would represent the different states of execution of the learning design. Currently, these axioms have been extracted from the behavioural model.

From a modelling point of view, the formal definition of the semantic constraints of the LD concepts is the main advantage of the learning design ontology when compared with the IMS LD XML-Schema specification. On one hand, the semantics of the concepts is completely included in the ontology (not only the taxonomic structure), and, on the other hand, the programmers will not need to interpret the descriptions of the IMS LD models in order to translate its meaning into software systems desinged towards to manage learning design elements.
4. Sample Scenario

The scenario presents a learning design that models a unit of learning in the environmental education. This learning design has been obtained from the Educator’s Reference Desk site (http://www.eduref.org), a well-known site of resources for the educational community that is commonly used as a reference for the verification of the pedagogical expressiveness of the EML UONL [14]. The unit of learning, entitled environmental determinism, is applied to two groups of students during the same period of time: one group for the in-classroom modality and the other group for the e-learning modality. The proposed activities in the learning design are: (1) a presentation of introductory topics related to the study domain; (2) a number of sessions of practice using the local region like an environmental laboratory; (3) development of activities like collaboration in classroom, data collection in field, preparations of reports, etc.; and (4) evaluation of the learning process through examination tests.

Table 1. Formal definition of some ontology axioms identified in the analysis of the IMS models. For the IMS LD Level A, 28 axioms have been identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Axiom</th>
<th>IMS LD Specification (natural language)</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Formal Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axiom 1</td>
<td>Page 38 (item 0.2.2): “The time limit specifies that it is completed when a certain amount of time has passed, relative to the start of the run of the current unit of learning. The time is always counted relative to the time when the run of the unit-of-learning has been started. Authors have to take care that the time limits set on role-parts, acts and plays are logical.”</td>
<td>The value of the attribute time limit of a Method must be greater than the value of the time limit of any Play. That is, the Play(s) cannot finish after the Method.</td>
<td>∀ m, p, cm, cp ⏫ m ∈ Method ∧ p ∈ Play ∧ cm ∈ Complete-Method ∧ cp ∈ Complete-Play ∧ play-ref(m, p) ∧ complete-unit-of-learning-ref(cm, m) ∧ complete-play-ref(cp, p) → time-limit(cm) ≥ time-limit(cp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axiom 2</td>
<td>Page 90: “The same role can be associated with different activities or environments in different role-parts, and the same activity or environment can be associated with different roles in different role-parts. However, the same role may only be referenced once in the same act.”</td>
<td>For the same Act, the Roles involved in the execution of the Act are disjoint.</td>
<td>∀ a, r, rp ⏫ a ∈ Act ∧ r ∈ Role ∧ rp ∈ Role-Part ∧ role-part-ref(rp, a) ∧ role-ref(r, rp) → ¬ ∃ rp1 ⏫ rp1 ∈ Role-Part ∧ rp1 ≠ rp ∧ role-part-ref(rp1, a) ∧ role-ref(r, rp1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axiom 3</td>
<td>Page 35 (item 0.2.1): “The create-new attribute indicates whether multiple occurrences of this role may be created during runtime. When the attribute has the value “not-allowed” then there is always one and only one role instance.”</td>
<td>If the value of the attribute create-new is “not-allowed”, it can have an only instance of the Role at which it is applied.</td>
<td>∀ r ⏫ r ∈ Role ∧ create-new(r) = “not-allowed” → ¬ ∃ rl ⏫ rl ∈ r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Figure 3 shows, the method of the unit of learning consists of two different plays: Env-Det-Pres-Play and Env-Det-Dist-Play, one for presential learning, and the other for distant learning. The acts of both plays have the same activities, and the difference between them is the schedule considered for these activities: the e-learning group will execute the activities asynchronously. Thus, the method completes its execution after one month and 20 days, the Env-Det-Dist-Play play will finish after one month and 10 days, and

Figure 3. LD ontology instances for the learning design of the unit of learning of the sample scenario.
the Env-Det-Pres-Play play is completed when the seventh act finishes the execution (when-last-act-completed = Env-Det-Pres-Act7), that is, when the role part Env-Det-Act7-Role-Part2 has been completed. To guarantee the consistency between the time limits values for the method and the two plays, the first axiom of the Table 1 is verified. However, this axiom cannot be applied to the Env-Det-Pres-Play play, because it does not define a value for the time limit attribute.

According to Figure 3, for the role Env-Det-Pres-Sudents, the values for the attributes min-persons and max-persons are 5 and 30, indicating the minimum number of students that justify economically the course and the maximum capacity of the classroom respectively. In order to guarantee the consistency of the values of these attributes, the following axiom is verified:

\[ \forall r \mid r \in \text{Role} \rightarrow \text{max-persons}(r) \geq \text{min-persons}(r) \]

In the two plays of the method, the first act will be completed in one hour and 30 minutes, and the activity Env-Det-Introduction-Activity will be finished in the same period of time. In this case, the specification of the act and its roles is consistent, because the value of the time limit of the act equals the time limit of the activity related with the role part that is executed in the context of the act. The general axiom related to this condition could be expressed as:

\[ \forall a, ca, actv, cactv, as, rp \mid (a \in \text{Act} \land ca \in \text{Complete-Act} \land \text{complete-act-ref}(ca, a)) \land (rp \in \text{Role-Part} \land \text{role-part-ref}(a, rp)) \land (actv \in \text{Activity} \land cactv \in \text{Complete-Activity} \land \text{complete-activity-ref}(cactv, actv)) \rightarrow \text{time-limit}(ca) \geq \text{time-limit}(cactv) \]

In the seventh act all the students must carry out an activity consisting on an examination test (Env-Det-test-Activity), while the teacher has to explain how the test should be answered by the students (Env-Det-sup-Activity). Therefore, as established by the second axiom of Table 1, the roles that participate in the role parts of a same act have to be different. In this case, the roles (students and teacher) are involved in different role parts (or in other words, in different activities).

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The IMS LD specification is expressive enough from the point of view of the learning process designers. Nevertheless, the informal specification of the IMS information and behavioural models increases the complexity of the IMS LD to be understood by programmers, as they are not usually educational specialists. With the development of the learning design ontology the semantics of the concepts is precisely defined, and, in consequence, there should be no misinterpretations or errors when the instances of the concepts are created or manipulated in runtime. Furthermore, the expressiveness of the IMS LD specification is preserved.

The learning design ontology has been developed at the knowledge level using the Protégé tool. Then, the ontology was directly translated into the OWL [15] language (it can be downloaded from http://www.eume.net/ontology/imsld_a.owl), which is the W3C recommendation for the Semantic Web. The ontology is also available in first order logic to enable the reasoning with the formal axioms defined in the ontology construction. Currently,
the ontology is used to exchange knowledge between the software agents developed in the context of the EUME project [16], whose aim is to enable teachers and students the ubiquitous access to hardware devices and services available in the classroom.

As future work we have planned to translate the ontology axioms into SWRL [17], which is the language currently proposed to express restrictions in OWL. On the other hand, we are working on the extension of the ontology to include the concepts and axioms of the levels B and C of the IMS LD specification.
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Abstract. This article aims to propose a model of semantic annotation dedicated to the teacher. This model must adapt to the teacher’s activity specificity, who needs to master both a pedagogical and domain expertise. In this paper, we analyze the particularity of the teacher’s annotation language that enables the teacher to express his own expertise. First, we identify the concepts of this annotation language used by the community of teachers. Then we propose a conceptual model of this language based on ontologies. We use these ontologies to propose an annotation model (MemoNote) in order to enable the teachers annotating using their own language. In order to check the validity of this model (ontologies and annotation language) in representing the teachers’ semantics, we describe the results of an investigation done with chemistry teachers. Finally we specify the external and internal representations of the annotation tool for the implantation.

Introduction

The teacher during his activities handles various teaching documents (designing, reading, reviewing... etc). At the same time, he needs to memorize ideas and corrections or to plan actions to be made. This memorization is often materialized by annotations that the teacher puts on these documents.

Whereas the teacher nowadays uses more and more software tools to handle teaching documents in a digital format, annotation is still often made on paper, which requires the teacher to first print his documents, and implies an extra effort. For example, the result of the IMAT european project [1] pointed out the need for teachers to be able to annotate directly on the digital document and to manage a software memory of his activity. Thus, it appears necessary to propose a software annotation tool enabling teachers to express and clarify their feedbacks directly on the digital teaching documents.

As in any community of practice [2]; [3], the teachers’ community uses a specific shared language to annotate. This language is a set of common forms and concepts. Consequently, the teacher needs a dedicated tool of annotation that integrates this language.

The object of this article is indeed to identify the teacher’s annotation language to be used as a basis for defining a tool of semantic annotation dedicated to him. The assumption of our research is that the memory resulting from this tool could enable the teacher to improve the effectiveness of his teaching and support its activity trough the remembrance it provides.

The article is organized as follows. In the first section, we specify the meaning of a semantic annotation and we explain why this semantic is important. In order to provide semantics to teacher’s annotation, we characterize in section two the teacher’s annotation language. Starting from this characterization, we define in the third section the basic concepts of this teacher’s annotations language, represented with dedicated ontologies. We then use
these ontologies and a generic annotation model to propose a conceptual model for a dedicated teacher annotation language. We explain in section five, how we can use this ontology based model to improve the annotation’s retrieval. In order to check the validity of this conceptual model (ontologies and annotation model) in representing the teachers’ practices, we present in section six, the results of an investigation done with chemistry teachers. In the last section, we describe the implementation of this conceptual model in a teacher dedicated annotation software tool in terms of external and internal representations.

1. What is a semantic annotation?

Before studying the annotation language, we need to specify precisely what an annotation is in general and what a semantic annotation is in particular. Some authors provide informal definition of an annotation, varying upon the research field Human Computer Interaction (HCI[4], the cognitive science [5], and the digital libraries and document retrieval field [6]. To sum up, all these informal definitions agree that an annotation is both an object added to a document and the activity that produces this object. This twofold view on annotation is also reflected in the formal definition we present here.

Euzenat [7] formalized semantic annotation in the context of the Semantic Web. From two sets of objects, documents and formal representations, two functions can exist: a function from document to formal representations, called annotation and a function from formal representations to documents called index. Usually, these two functions are created at the same time during an activity called annotation or indexing. The Semantic Web aims to provide annotations web documents with an explicit semantics for the computer, and not only for the human that created it or handle it. A Semantic Web will create an extension of the current World Wide Web, in which information is given well-defined meaning, so machines become much better able to process and "understand" the data that they merely display at present [8].

Marshall [15] makes a distinction between explicit and implicit annotations. An explicit annotation is an annotation that other readers can understand and interpret. At the opposite, an implicit annotation is “telegraphic, incomplete and tacit”. These annotations “pose interpretive difficulties for anyone other than the original annotator”. It is the case of highlighted text, of a cryptic asterisk without comment, etc. Thus, if every annotation has a semantic, it remains mostly implicit. Annotation semantics is implicitly carried, for a given annotator, by the shape used. For example, a given annotator used to underline in red the parts which he considers as important. The lack of explicit annotation semantics makes it difficult for other people to interpret them. A useful annotation tool should enable an annotator to explicit the semantic of his annotations.

2. Teacher’s annotation language for authoring pedagogical documents

As in any community of practice [2]; [3] teachers use a specific shared community language to annotate. This language is a set of common annotation forms and objectives. The annotation’s objective is considered as a central point by most of the authors, because it defines the semantics of the annotation.

Whereas we did not found any result about teacher’s annotations objectives, some authors studied the various objectives an annotation could carry in general. Marshall studied university students’ annotations and extracted the following objectives [2]: procedural signalling for future attention, place marking and aiding memory, problem-working, interpretation, tracing progress through difficult narrative and incidental reflection about the material circumstances of reading. This study also points out the fact that an annotation can serve several objectives at the same time.
Veron [9] and Huart [10] took up the objectives of Virbel [11] on active reading at the BNF (Bibliothèque Nationale de France). They identified four families of annotation goals: classifying (organising into a hierarchy, contextualising); adding information (reformulating, commenting, documenting); planning (scheduling, indirect annotating); correlating.

Finally, Mille [12] studied the didactic annotation of a text exam. She identified several annotation goals, grouped in two main categories: understanding the document and finding information.

A dedicated teacher’s annotation tool should enable teachers to express their own expertise using their own annotation language as they are used to do on paper. To identify this language (teacher’s annotation objectives), we first study the nature of his expertise. We consider, as [13] that the teacher’s annotation is a language that references his self-expertise: while annotating the teacher is in fact transforming his implicit knowledge into an explicit form.

Teaching expertise has many facets, according to [14], he uses during his activity. The teacher organizes the subject to be taught (domain) in several lessons, and each lesson may include several topics that are combined into learning objectives. For each topic, the teacher defines appropriate pedagogical presentations and activities in order that the learners reach their learning objectives. They use different teaching documents. The teacher, then, should have two kinds of expertise:

1. **Pedagogical expertise**: knowledge about organizing the lesson, evaluating learners, designing pedagogical activities, asking good questions, etc.

2. **Domain expertise**: declarative or procedural knowledge of the domain to be taught.

Some annotations concern only the document itself: the teacher annotates to memorize elements about the design, the structure of the document; for instance; the teacher annotates to correct a syntax error, to move a paragraph, or to add a picture.

Consequently, the teacher’s annotations express his objectives relating to three different levels: pedagogy, domain and document.

- **The pedagogy level**: The teacher organizes the content to be taught in several lessons; he adapts the content to the learners’ context. For each lesson, he designs different activities that help learners building their own knowledge. The teacher also decides to ask appropriate questions to learners and adapts the different lessons to the feedbacks and questions of the learners [14]. All these teacher’s activities mean a high level of pedagogy expertise, that the teacher can memorize using annotation.

- **The domain level**: The domain level covers the knowledge specified in the content of the lessons. This knowledge can be rather general knowledge like “including/understanding the theory of relativity” or more precise one like “knowing the capitals of the countries of Europe”. It can also be declarative knowledge such as “knowing the great cities of the world”, or procedural one such as: “to know how to carry out an experiment of oxidation in chemistry’s lab”. We situate in this level the teaching activities specified in the program or by the teacher himself.

- **The document level**: The document level concerns what is related to the document itself; in particular it concerns two of its structure:
  - **Physical structure**: the document presentation, its typographical characteristics: font, colour, size, grease…
  - **Logical structure**: the role and the nature of each segment in a document: title, subtitle, paragraph, etc
The teacher augments his own memory using annotations about these three levels. The result of the memorisation is the objective of the annotation. For instance, during the design of the pedagogical document, the teacher annotates that he should review in the future some exercises’ results (domain expertise), or add some definitions for the learners (pedagogical expertise).

3. Ontology based conceptual model for annotation semantics

In the previous section, we have classified the teacher annotation’s semantics into three levels: pedagogy, domain to be taught and document. To model these objectives, we choose to use ontologies [15]. They formalise the concepts shared by a community and their relationship (hierarchy, metonymy, etc.) by providing a precise and explicit semantic. They define the scope of the set of “concepts” handled by the annotator and they also enable the annotations to be shared among people using the same ontologies.

To design these ontologies, for the field of chemistry (1st year of university), we have used the literature (for pedagogy and document levels); teaching and learning documents (for domain level).

3.1 Pedagogy annotation objectives ontology

The pedagogy ontology concerns the annotations that the teacher makes to memorize elements of the pedagogy level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To memorise...</th>
<th>To memorize...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Non significant objective.</td>
<td>4. learning objectives not ambitious enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1. To ignore.</td>
<td>4.1. Compared to the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. To work if there remains time.</td>
<td>4.2. Concept already comparable by the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. To reduce</td>
<td>4.3. Not enough of concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Significant objective</td>
<td>4.4. Too low constraints on the situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. To deepen</td>
<td>4.5. Too much time in the meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. To illustrate</td>
<td>4.6. Too low material constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. To evaluate</td>
<td>5. Non relevant learning objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Badly elaborated objective</td>
<td>5.1. Not part of the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. Measurable objective not assessed</td>
<td>5.2. Already represented in another objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. undefined situation of training</td>
<td>6. Bad content of the text (spot of reading learning).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3. Non objective evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. Non operable objective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Domain annotation objectives ontology

This second ontology concerns teacher’s annotations relating to the domain level. The teacher is more an expert within teaching and pedagogy than the domain he teaches, thus, he needs to annotate elements of this domain to not forget them. So, a novice teacher of database can annotate the SQL’s syntax of a specific data base management system (DBMS), especially if this system is different from that he taught the previous year. This domain ontology depends on the topic to be taught. The domain of our study is the chemistry program (1st year of university).
Table 2 Ontology of annotation’s objectives on the domain level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. To memorize...</th>
<th>2. To the detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1. of an object</td>
<td>2.2. of a domain’s procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. complements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. of a domain’s object</td>
<td>3.2. of a domain’s procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. references</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. possible errors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1. Handling.</td>
<td>5.2. Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. precaution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. to plan changes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1. material problem</td>
<td>7.2. time problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. irrelevant passages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9. To memorize...</th>
<th>10. bad structuring of tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. missing task</td>
<td>12. tasks too many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Bad distribution of the tasks’ values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1. tasks under-valued</td>
<td>13.2. tasks over valued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Bad order of the spots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Bad content of learning task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1. Error</td>
<td>15.1.1. on the procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1.2. formulate</td>
<td>15.1.3. definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1.4. chemical equation</td>
<td>15.1.5. On the resources’ availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.2. Difficulty not adapted to learners.</td>
<td>15.3. risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.3.1. bad safety</td>
<td>15.3.2. Ambiguous data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. mediocre text’s content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Document annotation objectives ontology

Finally, the last ontology concerns annotations’ objectives relating to the logical and physical structures of the document: titles, paragraphs, font, colours, etc. The teacher annotates to memorize different improvements and changes to do on the document. These annotations have an effect on the reading of the document (increased comfort of reading, better structured document, corrected errors...).

Table 3 Ontology of annotation’s objectives on the document level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. To restructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1. To give a title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. To treat on a hierarchical basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. To synthesize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4. To reformulate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To add a personal remark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. To criticize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. To express a related idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. To develop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4. To express its own comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5. To add an example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5.1. To solve a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5.2. To explain textually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6. To refer to another document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To categorize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1. By importance’s value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2. By predetermined type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.1. Theorem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2. Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3. By personal type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. By content’s similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To create a relation between two passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1. Relation presentation /detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2. Relation presentation / explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3. Relation definition / explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1. textual error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2. incomplete illustration / table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3. missing illustration / table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4. missing index/glossary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5. incorrect assertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6. ambiguous content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7. an indefinite abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8. document’s structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.9. To remove a passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.10. To reformulate a passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.11. To add a passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.12. To plan an action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.13. To support the attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. to spot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 The relation between the three types of objectives

When the teacher annotates with an objective relating to the knowledge level, this annotation has often an effect on the two other levels (domain and document). Indeed, there is dependency between the three levels. Each learning topic of the domain is adapted to learners using pedagogy and then transcribed on teaching and learning documents.

We illustrate this dependency using an example: a teacher prepares his chemistry lab; he decides to plan an assessment (pedagogical element) during the lab. In order not to forget to do this assessment, he annotates his document with a comment. Before to go to the chemistry lab, he reminds with the help of this annotation, to add an assessment to the activity described by the document. Consequently, the teacher modifies the document (document level) by adding...
the assessment questions (pedagogy level), which relate to a specific knowledge objective (domain level).

4. Ontology based annotation model

In order to define a teacher dedicated annotation model, we use the ontologies specified in the previous section and a generic annotation model.

In [16], we presented a generic pedagogical annotation model (MemoNote) composed of three parts:

1. **The tangible part**: represents the visible part of the annotation (the form, the anchor...). It is constituted of the following attributes: physical anchor (URL + location in the document), visual form and the syntactic anchor (annotated content).

2. **The episodical part**: describes the context of the annotation (author, date, location...). It is made up of the following attributes: Author, Date, location, Activity and context of memorizing.

3. **The semantic part**: express the meaning the author gives to the annotation. This semantics is represented primarily by an objective attribute. It is made up of the following attributes: objective, content, importance, confidence, recipient, activity and remembrance’s context.

Among these three annotation parts, the semantic one is the most significant. Indeed the author of the annotation annotates for a given objective which is often implicit in the annotation form. The annotation is required to understand and re-use this annotation. Consequently, the loss of this implicit semantics makes the annotation useless.

In order to propose a dedicated teacher annotation model, we modify the generic model by adding elements relying to the teacher activity. In particular, we change the episodical and the semantic parts:

1. **The tangible part**: same as previous.

2. **The episodical part**: the teacher annotation model should specify the teacher annotation context: the type of the domain to be taught (chemistry, mathematics...), the type of activity (exercise, lab, course...), the phase of the teaching (before the course, during the course (with the learners). These data will be used by the teacher to retrieve annotations he has done in a particular context (for instance: last month during the lab).

3. **The semantic part**: we divide the semantic part into three categories which correspond to the three levels: pedagogy, domain and document. The annotation’s objective (the main attribute of the semantic part) takes its value in one of the three ontologies specified in the previous section.

5. Semantic indexing using ontologies

As specified by Euzenat [7], each annotation action define an inverse function which is indexing. Concretely speaking, while teacher is annotating a document using our ontology-based model, he/she is simultaneously indexing it with concepts from the three ontologies of objectives. The result of the annotation process is a semantically annotated document that is indexed with ontological concepts instead of simple keywords. But unlike the semantic web indexing which aims to describe the objective content of resources, our annotation model enables the teacher to index documents using his own viewpoint using subjective annotations.
Ontology indexing provides several advantages while retrieving documents or annotations[17]. It helps users to select queries criteria thanks to the ontology guidance. For instance, in order to review and correct the domain-level errors on all his pedagogical documents, the teacher will define a search criteria by choosing in the document’s ontology the concept “to memorise possible errors”, which will displays him all the documents with annotations “to memorise possible errors”. Consequently, the teacher will no longer use key words but only select a concept (or several) in one ontology (or more) and be guided by the ontologies hierarchy. In this way, the user interface’s usability is improved.

6. Investigation

In order to check the validity of this model (ontologies and annotation language) to represent the teachers’ practices, we describe in this section, the results of an investigation done with chemistry teachers.

We realized six interviews with chemistry teachers. We wanted to extract the semantics of the annotations they add on their teaching documents for chemistry’s lab. First, during a six-month period, each teacher annotated his chemistry’s lab document. We organise individual interview with each teacher. They were asked to bring their documents on which the colours of annotations were deferred. Then on the basis of these documents we ask the teachers to explain the semantics of each annotation using our ontologies.

This exploratory investigation provided several results. First, it partially validated our model based on three levels: i.e. we could verify that the teachers (chemistry in our investigation) really annotate their teaching documents according to objectives relating to the three levels. Then, this investigation provides us elements to make up the three ontologies by adding new concepts that were lacking to the teachers during the interview. For instance:

- Document related ontology.
  - to spot
- Domain related ontology.
  - to plan changes
  - material problem
  - time problem
  - irrelevant passages
- Pedagogy related ontology.
  - Mediocre text's content (useless pedagogically).

This investigation confirmed our assumption (described in section 3.4) about the existence of dependencies between the three ontologies. Indeed, to express the objective of a given annotation, teachers often indicated an objective taken in several ontologies. These dependencies are in single-directed: pedagogy to domain, domain to document. For example if the teacher annotates to ignore a given objective, this will have an effect on the pedagogical activity defined for this objective, which does not have any more reason to exist on the document and consequently will be removed from it.

On the other hand this dependency does not exist in the other direction: if the teacher annotates at the document level (to correct a misspelling for example), this will not have an effect on the knowledge or pedagogy levels.

7. Implantation’s details

To implement our teacher’s annotation model, we re-use our generic annotation tool called “MemoNote”. MemoNote enables users to manage the note of events and knowledge they
want to memorize during their pedagogical activities (teaching or learning) and to retrieve them in the future. The MemoNote project aims at formalizing and implementing computerized external memories made of notes added directly and voluntary on the training material by its user. It covers memorization and remembering tools, for individual and groups, mainly for teachers and learners. The MemoNote annotation tool represents the memorization part of the project. It is currently dedicated to personal annotation but not to teacher. The first mock-up of the tool has been implemented on TabletPC computers for pencils based annotations, extending the MobiPocket reader software[18]. A quite similar web based mock-up has been developed too, mainly to provide retrieval and synchronisation functionalities.

7.1 MemoNote background

MemoNote enables the user to annotate pedagogical documents. It is not dedicated to a special field of teaching or a specific type of activity. For a specific teaching activity, MemoNote can adapt the user’s context by selecting a set of ontologies. This set of ontologies describes the users, the teaching domain, the pedagogical activities (content, location, time) and the annotation’s objectives.

This ability to change its context with a set of ontologies makes MemoNote both a generic tool, which can be used in every context, and a specific one, once the context is fixed by ontologies. This formalizes the results of ecological studies on annotation of teaching material [19] demonstrating that the annotation process is rather generic whereas the annotation content (forms, objectives, etc.) depends upon the learning/teaching context.

7.2 External representations of the conceptual model.

While reading a document in its pedagogical activity, the MemoNote user annotates this document by:

- Defining the source of the annotation (tangible part): anchor: where it is located on the document, Visual form: the shape and color the annotation takes on the document.
- Defining the target of the annotation (semantic part): addressee, objective (at document, domain and pedagogical levels), content.
- defining the annotation link itself (episodic part): annotator, date, location, teaching context,

![Fig 1 MemoNote interface](image)

The user interface in both cases is the same (figure 1). It has three main parts. The first part is a reader (reading software) embedding MemoNote annotation tools. In the first mock-up, this reader is MobiPocket [18]. It provides reading facilities quite similar to paper ones. In this reading interface, the user can choose an annotation tool (for example red underlining) and
put it on the document surface (on the touch screen). The second part is the annotation interface where the user can define (or not) each semantic fields (addressee, objective, content, importance and confidence) shown on the top the TabletPC on figure 3. The third part is the ontology browsing interface. For each attribute the user want to define, this interface pops up until the ontological value of the field is fixed.

For some entirely automatic patterns, the interface for annotation and ontology browsing does not open and fields are filled in automatically. The main pattern type is a pattern where there is only one ontology to fix and a subpart of the ontology is selected by the pattern; and a pattern where some fields remains to be defined from scratch.

7.3 Internal representations for the conceptual model

Representing the semantics of annotation with ontologies is the same idea that in the semantic Web [8] approach (the main difference is that we use it for subjective annotation). We can then use the same languages as the semantic web to represent annotations and ontologies.

First, to represent and store the annotations we use RDF (Resource Description Framework)[20]. RDF is an infrastructure that enables the encoding, exchange and reuse of structured metadata. RDF is an application of XML that imposes needed structural constraints to provide unambiguous methods of expressing semantics. RDF additionally provides a means for publishing both human-readable and machine-processable vocabularies designed to encourage the reuse and extension of metadata semantics among disparate information communities [21].

Then, for representation of the different ontologies, we use OWL [22], otherwise known as the Web Ontology Language. OWL provides a language for defining structured ontologies that provide rich integration and interoperability of data. It uses both the URIs for naming and the description framework provided by RDF. OWL builds on RDF and RDF schema, adding more vocabulary for describing properties and classes as well as relationships between classes [23].

The use of these two semantic web standards guarantees the capacity to share annotations between different teachers, even if these annotations are made using different tools, because the two languages represent a unified data exchange format. These two languages also offer us the possibility to publish the annotated documents on the web; thus they can be indexed using the annotations by the new semantic web search engines like SWOOGLE [24] or they can also be processed by different web agents.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the teaching activity is particular, because the teacher has both an expertise in the domain that he teaches and an expertise in pedagogy. When annotating, teacher expresses an annotation’s objective which is related to the concepts of these two expertises. In addition, the teacher can annotate the physical and logical structure of the document itself. Thus, this teacher’s annotation language enables the teacher to explicit objectives that belong to three different levels: pedagogy, domain and document. These objectives represent the annotation’s semantics that remains mostly implicit. The lack of explicit annotation semantics makes it difficult to reuse the annotations.

We model this shared language using ontologies. We propose then an ontology based annotation model dedicated to the teacher. This model enables the teacher to explicit his annotation’s objective using the three levels of semantics (pedagogy, domain and document). Using this model the teacher can retrieve his annotations easily guided by the ontologies.
We carried out a first validation by making an exploratory study with chemistry’s teachers which enabled us to confirm our assumption and to supplement and correct our three ontologies of objectives. Lastly, we presented an implementation of this model using languages borrowed from the semantic web researches.

Our exploratory study relates to the particular case of chemistry. We need to check out in what extent our annotation model is generalizable to the other teaching’s disciplines and the way of rapidly extracting annotation ontologies for a given domain.
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Community Support Based on Thematic Objects and Similarity Search
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach for community support based on similarity of learning objects: the current document a user is working on is used as a search template, which is matched against a learning object repository. The paper presents a simple similarity measurement, discusses potential enhancements, and shortly describes the results of a first usage study.

1. Introduction

Current educational practice shows a wide variety of computational tools being used by learners and learning groups in highly heterogeneous settings. The particular role of digital tools in these scenarios differs considerably. A common point for most of the networked applications is the use of digital media as a means for sharing and exchanging resources. This can be a very fruitful support for educational communities, since jointly used resources can play a key role for knowledge sharing and discovery. In addition, sharing resources offers potential for building and supporting communities of interest - groups of learners that have a joint interest in certain topics.

The construction of applications for these purposes of community support is a challenging task. Quite a number of applications and developments already exist in this field. Some approaches rely on user models to suggest communities and propose documents. These recommender systems typically have a weak point in that at least initial user models and/or document ratings have to be provided manually. Some techniques [4] try to address this problem with underlying ontologies - yet, still a manual rating of documents is necessary here. Finally, techniques like [1], which are able to dynamically recommend peers as interaction partners, usually need a detailed domain model for their calculations.

The approach presented in this paper relies on an alternative and simple conceptual model: it uses the learning objects created by the users as primary source of information. A repository service is able to propose similar learning objects - recommendations for artifacts which match the current context of the learner. These recommended documents can then either be accessed directly (anonymous object centered exchange), or can serve as a base for stimulating interaction among the users that created the “similar” objects.

2. Approach for a Similarity Search on Learning Objects

A critical point of the approach outlined in the introduction is that the similarity calculation needs semantically rich data in order to produce meaningful results. Standards
like LOM, Dublin Core or IMS-LD are important contributions to syntactic and semantic interoperability, but they do not address three problems: First, the time-consuming creation of metadata is a necessity which most users try to avoid. Second, a navigation through document databases using traditional retrieval mechanisms and user interfaces is often based on complex electronic forms. In addition, free text input fields for specific metadata slots are of little help for retrieval of semantically similar documents. Third, a restriction to "standard" metadata is not likely to lead to fruitful retrieval, since the standards (have to) stay on a rather generic level.

To address these problems, the proposed approach relies on a partially automatic generation of metadata that exceeds current standards [5]. Using this generated data, the archive is queried for similar documents. This associative lookup enables users to find "interesting" documents without specifying exactly what they look for. Furthermore by applying ontologies potential collaborators sharing the same or topic-related interests can be pointed out to the user [2].

The results of these searches can then serve as a base for further navigation in the archive, which practically eliminates the need for manual input of search terms.

Figure 1 shows the system architecture. The flexible four-tier design, which allows each of the components to be exchanged provided that the technical interfaces are retained, includes two server-side components: the Learning Object Repository (LOR) [7], a central database where learning objects can be stored together with semantically rich metadata, and a web service which serves as an interface to transparently communicate with the repository. Two components are located on the client side: the concrete application used by the learner, and an archive service whose primary function is to access the web service. Details about the employed tools and the XML-based communication between them are described in [5].

Apart from the flexibility resulting from the multi-tier architecture design, also the core function of similarity search is customizable in two ways: on the client side, an exchangeable similarity model defines a measure for similarity of documents based on their metadata. This makes it possible to not only define which metadata of the source document are important, but more importantly to use any kind of analysis mechanism, from simple exact text matches connected with boolean logics to more sophisticated mechanisms. Metadata is preferred to full-text search because it abstracts over the concrete data format. So different sources of data can be compared. Similarly, an exchangeable search strategy component on the server side can be used to implement different retrieval methods reducing network traffic.
Our first implementation includes simple prototypes of similarity models and search strategies: the latter makes use of boolean retrieval in the sense that for each metadata slot that is considered important, a query with only this metadata slot is sent to the LOR. For each document, the number of (exact) matches is counted. Only documents trespassing a certain threshold are considered relevant. There, the prototype similarity model consists of a simple ranking by the number of “hits” (i.e., metadata slots that match).

3. Illustrative Example

To evaluate the presented architecture, the system was used in the maths lessons in a class of 20 students from a nearby higher education school. One of the students’ tasks was to solve a word problem which involved applying the rule of three (cf. fig. 2). If students had problems they were allowed to use the document repository. Students looking for help made use of the “similarity search”. Based on the semi-automatically generated metadata of the source document containing the task, the retrieval mechanism presented other students’ suggestions for a solution to the task (cf. fig. 2). Thus, the search for similar documents provides valuable results to students because they can consult others’ solutions to mathematical tasks in order to get a better understanding of the matter. In-depth evaluation studies are subject of subsequent research.

The similarity search also proved to be successful in more complex situations. For instance, when working on a document for calculating a diet based on human weight and energy needs, a similarity search finds documents from related domains of health, e.g. a system dynamics model for calculating people’s blood sugar.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a flexible architecture enabling users of the Cool Modes system to search for similar documents in a given repository. Speaking in abstract terms, we allow the users to define queries to a repository containing learning objects by defining
it in graphic notation using exactly the same elements they expect to find in the resulting documents.

Despite its simplicity, the results of the boolean retrieval mechanism currently used are promising. The next steps will be to implement more elaborated retrieval mechanisms.

The first step to a better retrieval method will be to weight the different attributes of the meta data currently used for retrieval purposes. For example, the author entry may be more decisive than the creation date. To get proper weightings, three approaches will be followed: (1) user defined weights, (2) TF-IDF-values[6] to improve the influence of characteristic entries, and (3) categorizing the documents into an ontology giving higher rankings to documents which belong to the same ontology node.

To prepare enhanced retrieval mechanisms, a measure must be defined. One approach is to define the measure per plug-in. The idea is that each particular plug-in has got certain semantics influencing the definition of similarity. For example, the exact position of the places and transitions does not matter when comparing two petri nets. In contrast to that, for a concept map the exact positions may be very important to decide if two different documents are similar.

While the proposed approach of defining distance measures on the basis of plug-ins is easily applied if only one kind of plug-in is used, some questions arise when using more than one plug-in. Since the use of multiple plug-ins is intended by our applications it must not be restricted. So we will establish a second level of weightings. The results of each plugin will be calculated and afterwards combined to get an overall result. This kind of approach has produced decent results on web documents [3] and seems promising in our case. The weights in later formula may then be adjusted based on implicit or explicit user feedback strategies.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss an approach for annotating e-Learning resources based on skill/performance and learning-domain ontologies and we propose a framework for managing ontology changes and their effects on the semantic annotation of resources.

Introduction

The research presented in this paper follows the initial ideas developed in ([1]) regarding the annotation of resources in e-Learning systems, and the ideas developed in ([2]) regarding the ontology evolution. In Section 1 we discuss an approach that uses skills/performance and learning-domain ontologies to annotate resources in a standard manner. In Section 2 we propose a framework for managing ontology changes in an appropriate manner; that is preserving the integrity of ontology-based annotation of resources after ontology evolution.

1. Enriching the Knowledge-based Annotation with a Competency Level

According to ([3]), a competency is the statement of a relationship among a knowledge, a skill and a performance degree: e.g. “Instantiate (skill) the agricultural practices (knowledge) in an expert manner (performance)”. In order to annotate resources according to their competencies, we propose an RDF-based technique that uses two ontologies: a learning-domain ontology specifying a consensual view of a subject-matter ([4]) and a skill/performance ontology specifying the generic mastery levels that may be applied to any knowledge element from a learning domain ([3]).

The skill/performance ontology has two root classes: Skill and Performance. The Skill class contains four principal classes (Receive, Reproduce, Create and Self_Manage), each of them having more subclasses (e.g. Instantiate, Apply). The Performance class refers to the Performance degree (e.g. Familiarized, Autonomous or Expert) of a skill when it is applied on a knowledge. In order to describe the relations between these classes, three properties have been defined: (1) the appliedTo property, which asserts that any Skill subclass may be applied to a class from a learning-domain ontology; (2) the hasCompetency property, which states that anything may have a competency whose value is a Skill applied to a knowledge; (3) the hasPerformance property, which links a Skill to a Performance degree.

1.1 Standard Model for Binding Knowledge and Competencies to Resources

Figure 1 (a) shows the RDF-based model we propose for annotating resources. The PedagogicalResource identifies a specific document, tool, operation or actor. According to Dublin Core best practices, we link the dc:subject property to the entry in a learning-domain ontology, namely one of its Knowledge element.
The `sk:hasComptency` property connects a PedagogicalResource to one of its competencies defined by a Skill that (1) is applied to a Knowledge and (2) has a specific Performance. Therefore, the value of the `hasComptency` property is an element from the Skill class-hierarchy, the value of the `appliedTo` property is an element from a learning-domain ontology and the value of the `hasPerformance` property specifies an element from the Performance class-hierarchy of the skills/performance ontology.

![Fig. 1(a) RDF model of an annotated resource; Fig. 1(b) Formalization of the related RDF model](image)

Figure 1(b) shows the formalization of the RDF-based model using the RDF syntax ([5]). The namespace declaration (i.e. xmlns) provides a means to locate from where the elements with the related prefix are. The `rdf:Description` statement declares a resource, its properties and their respective values.

URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) ([6]) provides a standard mechanism for resource identification. In order to clearly distinguish between ontology terms and other type of resources (e.g. documents, services), we introduced the expression UKI (Uniform Knowledge Identifier). A UKI is as a compact sequence of characters, which explicitly and completely specifies a link to a unique element, in a specific ontology. An example is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. UKI Example. The path includes the ontology name (i.e. skill_ontology) and version (i.e. 1.0). The fragment specifies a unique ontology entity (i.e. Instantiate)](image)

In this section, we have described an RDF-based technique to annotate resources (i.e. documents, tools or human resources) in a modular approach, according to their competencies (i.e. knowledge + skill/performance). Seeing that we can therefore search from resources according to their knowledge (e.g. documents describing the AgriculturalPractices) and/or competencies (e.g. actors being able to Instantiate the AgriculturalPractices in an Expert manner), this modular annotation will enable search-agents to suggest resources adapted to users’ knowledge and competency.

2. Ontology Evolution in the Educational Semantic Web

Ontologies often evolve over time ([2, 7]). Changes in ontology domain, adaptations to different learning tasks, or changes in conceptualization require the modification of learning-domain ontologies. We define the ontology evolution as the process through which a former ontology version ($V_N$) is changed into a new version ($V_{N+1}$), while preserving the integrity of the ontology-based annotation of resources. This is an essential issue since changes such as the removal, merge or splitting of classes and properties may hinder the access to resources that
were annotated with terms from corresponding ontology ([8, 7]). Hence, we propose a framework that supports the consistent ontology evolution in the Semantic Web context.

2.1 Framework for Managing Ontology Changes

The conceptual framework we propose to manage ontology changes is depicted in Figure 3. The Ontology Workbench allows the elementary (e.g. Add, Delete) and complex (e.g. Merge, Split) change editing.

The main functionalities of the Change TRACER are: (1) to track changes during ontology evolution and (2) to archive them to allow later retrieval.

At any time, the Change History MANAGER can provide users and software agents with information about: (1) the changes applied to V\textsubscript{N} to obtain V\textsubscript{N+1} and (2) the effects of these changes on the semantic annotation of resources.

The Change Tracer and the Change History Manager form together the OntoAnalyzer System we described in ([9]).

The goal of the UKIsModifier is to preserve the access to semantically annotated resources after the ontology evolution. The next section gives an account of this function.

2.2 Aim of Preserving the Integrity of Semantic Annotation based on Evolving Ontologies

Nowadays, a major issue emerges in the ontology research: “the interlinkage between objects and evolving ontologies need to be managed” ([10]). Consequently, we propose the UKIsModifier whose major function is to maintain the integrity of the ontology-based annotation of resources after the ontology evolution. To illustrate our proposal, let us consider a simple example of an ontology evolution (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3. Ontology Change Management Framework

Fig. 4. Ontology changes: (1) the class Informer was deleted, (2) the classes Tutor and Teacher were merged into Trainer in the fourth version and (3) the class Manager was added in the fourth version.

In order to preserve the access to and the interpretation of annotated resources, the UKIsModifier modifies the UKIs associated to resources according to the changes applied to V\textsubscript{N} to obtain V\textsubscript{N+1} (see Table 1 and Table 2). These changes are previously identified by OntoAnalyzer, which also discovers the logical relations that may exist among the entities belonging to V\textsubscript{N} and those belonging to V\textsubscript{N+1}. For example: the class Facilitator from the fourth version includes the meaning of its subclass Informer from the third version; the class
Trainer includes the meaning of merged classes Tutor and Teacher belonging to the previous ontology version.

Table 1. UKIs modification for full compatible and backward compatible changes for which the interpretation of annotated resources via $V_N$ is the same as when using $V_{N+1}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Example</th>
<th>UKIsModifier function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Add an instance to the class Content Expert | Modifies ONLY the ontology path (i.e. version name and/number) in the UKIs  
UKI$_1$ (V$_N$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/3.0#Content_Ex  
UKI$_1$ (V$_{N+1}$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/4.0#Content_Ex |
| Add class Manager to class Facilitator | Assists the users in defining new UKIs for the new knowledge (e.g. highlights the new class “Manager” and supports users to bind it to a resource). |

Table 2. UKIs modification for incompatibles changes for which the interpretation of annotated resources is invalid or the access to them is hindered via $V_{N+1}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Example</th>
<th>UKIsModifier function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Modifies the ontology path (i.e. version name and/or number) AND the fragment identifier in the UKIs | UKI$_2$ (V$_N$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/3.0#Teacher  
UKI$_2$ (V$_{N+1}$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/4.0#Trainer |
| Merge classes Tutor and Teacher into Trainer | UKIsModifier function                                      |
| Delete class Informer from the subclasses of Facilitator | UKI$_3$ (V$_N$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/3.0#Informer  
UKI$_3$ (V$_{N+1}$) = http://www.example.org/eLearningOntology/4.0#Facilitator |

3. Conclusion and Future Work

In this article we have presented an RDF-based model for annotating resources in a more fine-grained manner; that is annotating resources by their knowledge or competencies. We have also described a framework for managing ontology changes and for maintaining the integrity of semantic annotation of resources after the ontology evolution. The goal of our future work is to complete the development of the UKIsModifier system and to implement it within the TELOS system being built in the LORNET (Learning Object Repository Network) project.
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Abstract. It is now widely accepted that any kind of digital content must be somehow semantically annotated to be intelligently used by computer programs. Annotations can be metadata, descriptions, etc. When dealing with learning, most systems require the author to manually annotate resources so that the system can deploy a navigation strategy, an adaptive behavior etc. However this task is very problematic, and often reveals to be an overwhelming enterprise. In this paper we propose a methodology, based on the reuse of existing pedagogical documents to achieve a semi-automated extraction of semantic annotations by identifying semantic information contained in the layout. We are applying this methodology in the design of a Web Based Learning System.

1 Introduction

The now classical approach to learning systems design is to rely on semantic annotations of pedagogical documents; this applies whether in the domain of LMS (Learning Management Systems), LCMS (Learning Content Management Systems) or LOR (Learning Object Repository). Exchanging metadata that are both understandable by humans and interpretable by machines is also the vision of the Semantic Web and languages, like RDF and OWL, are the key to express semantic annotations in a standard way.

In order to be used by computer systems, annotations must be expressed using a strict vocabulary often related to a model. This model, whether a “thesaurus”, a “domain model” [1] or an “ontology” [2], provides common references to annotate resources.

One of the major pitfalls, is the creation of those annotations manually (by humans), automatically (through automated programs), or semi-automatically (both by humans and programs). In this paper we first have a look at the existing approaches to annotate learning resources. Then we propose a methodology for semi-automatically extracting semantic annotations from pedagogical documents by identifying the semantic information contained in the layout. Finally we present the application of this method to the design, implementation and use of a simple WBLS based on semantic technology.

2 Existing methods and tools for the annotation of learning resources

As most learning systems use tailored courses, they require teachers to specifically create each document used by the system. Teachers are provided with authoring tools [1] to create
new documents. Most of the existing research tools generate information in proprietary formats, whereas international standards like SCORM are being more and more enforced by commercial products. But this requires a lot of work and imposes major constraints upon the author. Moreover it does not take advantage of the huge amount of learning resources already available, both on the web or in the author’s personal resources.

Another approach is then to consider reusing existing material by complementing it with extra annotations. To create such annotations, teachers are provided with annotation editors dedicated to learning resources. The interface appears often as a form to fill in and it is quite difficult to fill them with relevant and coherent information. For example several experts might not agree upon a document’s content, and what concepts can be used to annotate it. Reusing existing material also implies to work on the size of the content; sometimes a resource can be a complete book [3]. To propose enhanced navigation it is necessary to slice the content into smaller chunks.

Here we propose a methodology for reusing document content and displaying it in a WBLS without relying on a specific annotation tool with form-based annotation.

3 Annotation of learning resources based on document layout features

The basic assumption we rely on is that the annotation task must be straightforward for the teachers and must not impose them to use the underlying formalism chosen for storing the annotation. For example it is not a viable option to manually edit HTML or RDF files. We argue that every course is based on a learning or pedagogical model, which includes some pedagogical strategy. So first, the teacher is asked to explicit the pedagogical strategy for his/her course. For example in our case study we focused on a question-based approach to motivate learners to read the course. Then, the annotation task consists in interviewing the teacher, who is also the author of the document, and making him/her explicit the model of the existing document and how this model supports the envisioned educational strategy. Once this model is defined, the annotation task consists in identifying in the layout of the document the markers of the elements of this model. For example if the model defines the concept of “important notion of the domain”, it is very likely that the corresponding word will appear in bold somewhere in the page, and so on. This kind of “visual” information must be gathered and standardized through a discussion with the author. Then a phase of re-authoring according to this layout principles must take place to ensure that all the visual clues are present to identify each component’s role according to the model. The final step consists in formally creating instances of the components of the document through an automated process. Here we argue that the automation task is not very hard as most formats used for courses today (.doc, .ppt, .tex) are well structured. For example Word documents can be exported to XHTML and then treated by XSL transformation to extract annotations in the desired formalism (XML, RDF). We have successfully applied this methodology in the experiment described below.

4 A Web-based Learning System Design Experiment

We have developed a system called QBLS (for Question-Based Learning System) to demonstrate the use of semantic web technologies for setting and running a Web based learning system. The course we took for our first experiment is an introduction to signal analysis for first year computer science french engineering students. This course has previously given rise to thoughts about the use of information technologies in education. The aim of the experiment was to set up a knowledge pool where pedagogical resources are
annotated in RDF and semantic queries are performed by the semantic search engine Corese [5].

4.1 Acquisition and representation of pedagogical knowledge

Our original document was a unique Microsoft PowerPoint File, supporting one hour of formal lecture. It was following an implicit model, for example the curriculum objectives were explicitly written at the top of every slide, and a set of relevant questions were given to motivate the students. Our task was then to formalize this underlying model that, we claim, exists in any pedagogical document of reasonable quality. This document was used as a support for oral teaching but was also given to the student as a hard copy course reference. This is a very common practice at university level, so this example is quite significant.

We had to model the document to reflect the pedagogical strategy chosen by the teacher. It is important to notice that our teacher was the author of the document and further investigation is needed to determine if someone else could have done it. This is crucial as reusing material is seen as the way to reduce the high-cost task of creating adaptable digital learning material. At least we demonstrated here that this was possible for the author to re-use his own documents. The defined model has no ambition of being generic, as our rationale is to save time and effort for teachers and the resources are to be used by a specifically designed WBLS.

4.2 Ontology of the pedagogical document

Because the final annotations would be expressed in RDF we formalized the model in an RDFS ontology. The pedagogical roles expressed in the model (like “definition”, “example”, etc.) formed the conceptual vocabulary we used to create the ontology. This ontology is a “pedagogical” one as defined in [2]. In the approach described in this paper the domain is solely represented by a set of concepts. It doesn’t seem to be possible to extract more information about the domain (like relationships between concepts) without a more sophisticated approach and then more work for the teacher. This approach is quite different from those relying on a model/ontology of the domain to “describe the content” of learning resources. Here the domain model comes solely from the document and only pedagogical information is to be used by the targeted WBLS. The ontology designed here is not meant for sharing resources across the globe but just between a teacher and his/her students, for more details see [6]. Once we had defined the ontology, a set of styles was created in Word. The teacher had to apply them on the document to identify the different components of the model. We only relied on the layout to generate annotations. For example words in italic, refer to the concepts in the course. It is important to notice that this was done with the sole use of the usual Microsoft Word program the teacher is familiar with. This technique was applied in [1] but we express much more information here.

4.3 Semantic-based retrieval of resources for visualization and navigation

QBLS uses the semantic search engine Corese [5] to perform queries on the RDF annotation base. We use it to retrieve the annotated resources on demand. Using the system the learner visualizes resources relative to a concept of the domain, and navigates from one to another resource either by following “seeAlso” links which leads to other concepts or by
gathering information on the same concept by accessing the definition, example(s), etc. available. According to the classification proposed by [1] our approach is to set up a “concept-based hyperspace”.

When asking for a new concept a query is sent to the Corese engine through a Web server that sends back an RDF result. That result is then displayed in a browser using an XSLT stylesheet. We must stress here that most of the development effort was spend on the generation of the annotations. The remaining part of presenting the resources in a web browser was done with very little development time, as most of the job is done by the existing search engine. The QBLS system has been used during a one hour formal course and a two hours exercise session by 49 students. The conceptual navigation provided by the system was quite appreciated by the students. They gave a high score (4.2 out of five) to a “system usability” questionnaire given after the session.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a methodology for semi-automatically extracting annotations from existing pedagogical documents. The cornerstone of our method is that it does not require the use of any specific annotation tool but a little re-authoring work for the teacher, just manipulating the layout. For this re-authoring task the teacher can use the tool he is used to, which is a major incentive for him/her. This methodology also relies on the collaboration between the teacher and an ontologist/modeler to decide on the model of the document. This method relieves the teacher from the burden of authoring and heavily annotating the whole course. The application of our method to the design of a Web based leaning system has lead to an effective experiment showing that the semantic expressivity of the annotations acquired from the layout of the original document is quite sufficient to support a dynamic navigation in the so-built QBLS system. This work also pointed out some weaknesses of the existing standard models as they require far too much effort and maybe cannot even be effectively put in practice by a normal teacher. In the next experiment we will refine the methodology sketched out here and show more advantages of using standard semantic web technologies for designing and implementing WBLS.
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Abstract. Many documents and resources can be provided to students in the context of distance learning. It is however often difficult to identify pertinent resources and to organise them in coherent sets. A first direction to address this problem is to build resources banks or learning objects repositories. Re-using these resources for a specific course unit often needs an instructional design work. In the Memorae project, we study another direction, which consists in building a course memory or more generally a “learning organisational memory”, that can be directly used by students. In this paper, we describe the content of this memory, the ontologies on which it relies, and the navigation possibilities it offers. We show how this memory can be used to support self-regulated learning.

1. Introduction

The development of distance learning reduces contacts between learners and teachers and leads learners to be more autonomous and more active in their learning process. In the same time, they can have access to more and more documents and resources either produced in the context of the course they are involved in, or directly available on the web. It is however often difficult for learners and even for distance learning designers to identify pertinent resources and to organise them in coherent sets. In order to address this problem, projects aiming at building pedagogical resources banks and learning objects repositories have been launched.

Usually, these repositories do not deliver ready-to-use material. An instructional design work is often needed. They are therefore designated rather for instructional designers or teachers in order to allow them to help them to build adapted courses or training. In the framework of the MEMORae1 project [1], we propose on the contrary to give the students a direct access to the learning resources. This suppose to do earlier a part of the instructional design work, by selecting pertinent resources, organising them and giving students means to self-regulate their learning process [2].

In this paper, first we present the classic approach of resources banks and learning objects repositories, then we describe the main characteristics and contents of the learning organisational memory we designed in the MEMORae project. Finally, we present a pilot application that we developed for an applied mathematics course at the university of Picardy.

---

1 MEMORae stands for ORganisational MEMory Applied to e-Learning. This project is supported by the region of Picardie (France)
2. The Memorae Approach

Since a few years, many projects aiming at building bases of learning resources, in order to share and re-use them, have been launched. There are two kinds of resources bases: learning object repositories that group many subject matters (for example Merlot [3] or Ariadne[4]) and thematic resources bases [6]. In both cases the resources are not ready to be used by learners. An instructional design work is usually needed before.

On the contrary, within the MEMORAE project, our goal is to let learners directly access the resources of a course memory. Following a knowledge engineering approach, we organise the resources in an organisational memory. Actually, it is a course memory, in which a course is seen as an organisation (see section 3). A course memory is different from a learning memory [5] because its goal is not to help learners to remember what they previously studied. It can rather be seen as a memory of concepts and resources that teachers or designers find useful in the framework of a particular course.

In order to give learners a direct access to the memory, a part of the instructional design work has to be made earlier. The advantage is that the memory is ready to be used by learners, provided that pedagogical and didactical choices made earlier are acceptable. This can therefore lead to a loss of flexibility, but we make the assumption that these choices can at least by shared by a community of teachers, that could act as a “community of practice”.

3. A Course Memory

The environment of a given course or training can be seen as an organisation. Hence, different actors (teachers, learners, administrative staff, etc.) are involved in this environment. That is why, in the MEMORAE project, we propose to manage resources, information and knowledge of this kind of organisation by relying on an organisational memory and more precisely on a “course memory”. This memory can be accessed by teachers when they want to re-use resources, as in a thematic resources base. But our main goal is to allow learners to directly use the memory. Let us see the contents of this memory.

3.1. Contents of the Memory

The course memory contains the resources and the notions regarded as pertinent by the teaching team for a given course. It relies on two ontologies allowing to organise and index the resources.

Resources can be very different from one to another. They vary according to their size (web page or book for example), their nature (course, exercises, definitions, case studies, etc.), their form (book, report, web site, etc.), their medium (paper, video, audio, etc.), … A resource can be present in the memory, if it is digital, but it can also only be referenced, in case of non digital or external resources.

Notions are not only chosen because they are related to the course theme. They are selected on the basis of a didactical work. For example, in the context of a course on algorithms and programming, why and how to decide to establish a link between the notions of “array” and “loop”?

Resources are selected and indexed relying on this work. Indexing is not made in an automatic way. The course manager, with the help of an editing committee if needed, is responsible for the pertinence of this link. It is not because a document treats of a notion that it will automatically be indexed by this notion. This is the result of a choice, that is to say that the document must have been judged suited for the learning of this notion. These decisions result from the pedagogical goal the course manager wants to achieve.
3.2. Ontologies

We chose to model our course memory with the help of ontologies. By using ontologies, our goal is on one hand to define a vocabulary that can be shared by all the actors in order to characterize the notions to learn, and on the other hand, to organise the access to the resources (see section 4). Building an ontology is quite a complex task, which is made easier by using a method. In the Memorae project, we used the OntoSpec [6] method. OntoSpec is a method of semi-informal specification of ontologies. It supposes that a conceptualization is made up of a set of concepts (or conceptual entities) and relations. The concepts in OntoSpec are organized in a taxonomy. Sub-concepts inherit all the properties of their super-concept. The relations make it possible to connect various concepts between them. Sibling concepts are organized in semantic axes according to their similarities.

We separate two ontologies [7]: the domain ontology which concerns the domain of training organisation in a general way and the application ontology which represents what is specific to a given course or training.

The concepts of the domain ontology are answerable to different types: persons (student, teacher, administrative staff, etc.), documents (books, slides, web pages, etc.), resource access (digital, solid), pedagogical features (e.g. activity type), or means to express a point of view (e.g. annotation).

![Figure 1. Excerpt of the B31.1 ontology](image-url)

The application ontology describes the notions associated to a specific course. For example, Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the ontology of a course in applied mathematics (B31.1). An ontology is not only a taxonomy, it also includes a definition for each of the concepts, conditions on these concepts and relations between them.

Let us stress that an ontology is always constructed in connection with the application it will be used for. In the case we consider, the concepts correspond to notions to teach and to learn. There are relations between these notions, for example the “pre-requisite of” relation, that can reveal different visions on the learning domain. Therefore the ontology we have constructed is not an ontology of applied mathematics, it is an ontology of a specific course in applied mathematics. However, we think that this ontology could be reused by teachers that share the same vision of applied mathematics learning.

The domain and application ontologies are not independent; they have to be connected. For example, to express that a document is an introduction to finite sets, the concepts of “introduction” and “finite set”, that are not part of the same ontology, have to be linked. Moreover, pedagogical relations such as “pre-requisite of” or “uses” are defined...
in the domain ontology, while other that are more specific are part of the application ontology (e.g. “has cardinal number” in the B31.1 ontology). See [1] for more details.

4. Navigation in the Memory

The navigation in the memory relies on the two ontologies. The navigation interface presents for each notion a definition, the resources that are related to it and a part of the associated ontology (parent, childs, siblings). It also shows an history of the navigation and provides some entry points that are defined by the course manager. Entry points allow to directly access to a notion in the memory.

The definition of a notion can refer to other notions. This reference corresponds in the application ontology to a neighbourhood relation (except subsumption), such as: “prerequisite of”, “suggestion”, “uses”, etc. To this end we also defined an horizontal navigation allowing to access to these notions.

5. Conclusion

We presented in this paper the course memory we designed in the framework of the MEMORAE project. At the opposite of the approach that is generally adopted with learning objects repositories or thematic resources bases, this course memory is bound to be directly used by learners. This implies to do earlier part of the instructional design work. Let us note however that this approach is only feasible with learners having self-regulating abilities.

Some features of the course memory we propose, such as the explicit representation of the notions to learn, the indexing of adequate resources with this notions, the navigation following the relations of the ontology, and the use of a private space, aim at facilitating this self-regulation.
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Abstract. The TRIAL SOLUTION EU project focused on the publication of personalized electronic documents based on existing scientific books. Its general approach consists in slicing electronic books into elementary learning resources and annotating them with metadata enabling the retrieval of resources by a semantic search. The annotated resources are published into a repository available for teachers or students to produce personalised teaching or learning materials with delivery tools. In this paper we give an overview of the project, emphasizing the authoring tool we have developed to annotate the learning resources, and we review it by the light of the Semantic Web.

Introduction

TRIAL SOLUTION EU project focuses on the publication of personalized electronic documents based on existing scientific books. Designing new electronic documents from scratch is very expensive and print-oriented authors rarely possess the required competency to perform such a specialized task. On the other hand, most recent regular printed books have a digital format, e.g. Latex or Microsoft Word, that can help in automating the publication of personalised electronic documents from printed books. The benefits of the approach based on re-engineering existing materials have been described in [1] and the process itself is detailed in [2]. This was the starting point of the TRIAL SOLUTION project.

The general approach consists in slicing electronic books into elementary learning resources and re-engineering these resources by refining the slicing and annotating the resources with metadata on content, didactic features and interoperability interfacing, this in order to enable intelligent retrieval. The annotated resources are then published into an online repository available for teachers and students to produce personalised documents, or to just find relevant learning materials.

The TRIAL SOLUTION platform integrates three main services: the automatic extraction and annotation of learning resources from electronic books, the re-engineering of the repository of learning resources and the retrieval of learning resources based on their annotations. Our contribution to the project is the authoring tool for re-engineering the learning resources by improving on their initial slicing and by adding metadata to them. In the next section we will give more details on the book enhancement and learning resource
extraction and annotation processes. In section 2 we then review the Trial Solution project by emphasizing the similarity of its approach with Semantic Web approaches of automatic annotation of learning resources based on ontologies.

1. Extraction and Annotation of Learning Resources: the Trial Solution Approach

1.1. Automatic Extraction of Learning Resources from Books

The first step of the Trial Solution process consists in automatically disaggregating a textual document into a set of slices, using a tool from the SIT enterprise\(^2\) that works with structured format documents such as LaTeX or well-styled Word documents. It extracts an XML table of contents where each entry corresponds to a slice, i.e. a learning resource. Details on the DTD can be found on the project site. Sections, chapters, tables, figures, examples are some of the easiest slices that the tool can identify automatically, and course documents using a standard style can be sliced more efficiently.

The extracted learning resources are automatically annotated with metadata about the author of the original book, the semantic content of the resources, and the relationships between resources in the original book. Hyperlinks or “see also” sentences are used to determine relationships while keywords help in classifying some resource contents. The Splitter looks for keywords and sentences specified in a thesaurus for the book’s domain. It is based on a Thesaurus Management tool and a Key Phrase Assignment tool. The first tool checks for consistency of the thesaurus and the second one manages a collection of mathematical key phrases, extracted from a standard textbook on mathematics [3].

However, this automatic process is almost always insufficient and may even produce some wrong guesses, as stated in [2]. The extracted learning resources have to be re-engineered using our authoring tool.

1.2. Re-engineering Learning Resources

We have developed the Trial Solution re-engineering tool to allow re-engineers to fix and improve the automatically-produced base of annotated and interconnected learning resources. Experiences on book enhancement using this tool are described in [2]. Re-engineers must have good knowledge of the original book content, and are either the authors themselves or (more often) teachers using the book as course material.

Our re-engineering tool is a client of the learning resource server. It talks to the server using a custom protocol where both the requests and the values returned by the server are based on an XML encoding defined in the Trial Solution DTD.

When connected to a repository of learning resources automatically extracted from electronic books, our re-engineering tool enables (1) assigning the resources a title, (2) editing their contents, (3) editing the tree structure of the whole repository: resources can be split, merged, deleted; sub-resources can be created or reorganized, and (4) editing the metadata associated to the resources. We distinguish between three kinds of metadata. Types represent the pedagogical role of the resource contents, eg, a definition, a theorem, etc. Keywords specify the topics that the resource contents address. Relations with other resources like “references”, “requires”, etc. build up a semantic network between resources.

Our re-engineering tool also enables editing the thesaurus upon which the metadata are built. The thesaurus can hold various relationships between keywords: subsumption, synonymy and relatedness, and a description can be specified for each keyword.

2.1. Related Work

A similar automatic slicing approach has been applied in the SeLeNe [4] project where documents follow the DocBook DTD. In the domain of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS), where using small bits of educational content is a very common practice, the more-common approach is rather to author the content specifically through authoring tools [5].

Other projects like Ariadne [6] or UBP [7] have proposed “learning object repositories” (LOR) where resources are stored and annotated with standard metadata but no assumption is made on the origin of the resources, especially whether they have been authored on purpose or come from existing documents. The OLR [8] repository uses RDF for storing the annotations and takes advantage of the chapter structure of the global course to inherit annotations. All these LORs are provided with annotation tools that help filling in the metadata.

To sum up, the TRIAL SOLUTION re-engineering tool adopts the same strategy as LORs annotation tools, but the specificity of our approach relies in the coupling of a manual annotation process and a preliminary automatic phase of resource extraction and annotation.

2. Review of Trial Solution

2.2. Web Standards

The Trial Solution project is compliant with some major open standards such as the IMS Content Packaging[3] for modelling objects that have to be exchanged between the different tools of the platform.

Metadata for describing the resources are compliant with the Dublin Core Metadata[4], the IMS Learning Resource Metadata[5] and the LOM Learning Object Metadata[6] standards, but deviate when forced to deal with new type of material [9]. During the project, it was necessary to develop our own metadata specification due to shortcomings in the then-available standard specifications.

However the technology has evolved considerably since the design stage of the project. Web services have come into their own and would now be employed for the client-server exchange of complex objects. The semantic web languages RDF(S) and OWL would now best suit the formalisation of the learning resource metadata.

2.2. Towards a Corporate Semantic Web Approach

TRIAL SOLUTION fits right within the scope of the semantic web. We have built a repository of learning resources which are meant to be shared and reused. They can be efficiently retrieved by means of semantic annotations about their domains, their pedagogical roles and the structural and semantic relationships between them. At the end of the project we argue for a homogenous representation of all these metadata in RDF annotations based on ontologies of concepts and relations about the resource structure, domain, and author’s pedagogy. In addition to homogeneity for sharing and reusing, this language provides a much richer expressivity than simple keywords for describing resources.

Another conclusion we draw from TRIAL SOLUTION is about the population and annotation of a learning resource repository. The experience convinced us that manual annotation of resources is overwhelming for teachers or other scientists when facing a large

---

[1] IMS Content Packaging Specification: [http://www.imsproject.org/content/packaging/index.html](http://www.imsproject.org/content/packaging/index.html)
amount of resources. We aim at automating this process as much as possible; the extraction of knowledge from structured format documents is quite conclusive and could be improved. We tend towards an approach of knowledge extraction from both textual documents and their authors. The acquisition, of the relationships between the author’s pedagogical organisation and the layout of the document, will help an automatic interpretation of the layout. By doing so, the annotations about pedagogical features will be much enriched. Here we speak for minimizing domain dependent annotation in advantage of pedagogical annotation. This approach is quite feasible within learning resource repositories about specific domains: in this case some information about the domain becomes implicit.

Finally, in the TRIAL SOLUTION project, the end-user goals were quite general, which made the annotation task difficult: when composing a personalized document, he/she may search for any resources for anything at all. More specific learning scenarii and profiles should improve the adequacy between the annotation contents and the end-user requests.

Conclusion

The Semantic Web was only emerging at the design stage of the TRIAL SOLUTION project. However the TRIAL SOLUTION approach fits right within the scope of the semantic web. We built a repository of annotated learning resources for sharing and reusing. The resources are annotated based on an ontology, with knowledge about their contents, pedagogical features and relationships among them.

At the end of the project, we turn towards a corporate semantic web approach in designing learning systems, where (1) repositories are domain dependent, (2) the document authors are involved in the learning resource acquisition process and (3) user profiles and pedagogical scenarii are taken into account in the annotation contents. We are currently involved in the design of a corporate semantic web for learning experiencing this approach.
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Abstract. IVRT is an ITS for visual reasoning, using the missing view problem. It combines an ITS framework with a solid modeling kernel that supports hint-generating rules using geometric reasoning. We develop an ontology for IVRT’s hint generation rules, and a separate ontology for IVRT’s teaching strategy. Teaching strategy rules are stored in a custom text format, with compilation to Jess.

The ability to visualize and reason about geometric aspects of 3D objects is critical for success in many disciplines in engineering and architecture. The missing view problem [1], shown in Figure 1, is typically used in visual reasoning instruction. Two consistent, principal orthographic views are given, and the learner must provide the third view corresponding to a valid 3D solid object.

We have developed an instructional software system called Intelligent Visual Reasoning Tutor (IVRT). IVRT’s missing view problem solving module [2][3] implements a solid modeling kernel that can represent and display a partially-constructed 3D solid. It provides interactive sweeping operations [4] to incrementally construct faces of a solution solid.

The missing view module’s hint generation knowledge is implemented as a set of rules in CLIPS [5], shown in Table 1. We develop an ontology to represent the knowledge behind these rules, shown in Figure 2, and instantiate a model of these rules, shown in Figure 3. This model explicitly represents the kinds of knowledge used by each rule, and identifies the major programming patterns involved in their implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Create visible faces first  
  (top and front faces). |
| 2. Create hidden faces next  
  (bottom and back faces). |
| 3. Create faces using construct command last (right faces, then left faces). |
| 4. Prefer the face that is adjacent to the most correct faces. |
| 5. Prefer the face with the most incident edges. |
| 6. Prefer the face whose normal vector contains the most zero components. |

Table 1. Hint-generating rules
IVRT’s ITS framework uses an ontology of learning contents and learner’s status, shown in Figure 4. IVRT’s teaching strategy is then represented as rules, which are stored in a custom text format based on the grammar shown in Table 2. This format is a syntactically simplified version of Jess, with quantifiers and implicit variables. Rules are compiled to Jess for execution, using a recursive-descent parsing approach implemented in Jess.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 3a. For each lesson that uses the conservative approach: if all associated skills are active, show this lesson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RULE lesson-3a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREACH Lesson HAS approach = conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF ALL LessonSkillRelation HAS active = TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN IN StateLesson SET visibility on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rule grammar for simplified rule format
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Abstract. This paper presents ABLO, a first-attempt at engineering a more active learning object based on agent technologies that allows more sophisticated kinds of learning object reuse than what is currently available.

Introduction

Over the past six years, there has been tremendous interest around the world in the concept of a reusable digital learning resource, usually referred to as a learning object [3]. Although there are many advantages of the learning objects’ approach, reuse and repurposing of learning objects is a difficult task that is manually undertaken by content specialists. In [3], an implementation overview of a smart or active learning object is provided, and a range of features are suggested which could allow a learning object to function intelligently on the Semantic Web. Based on these features, we are developing Agent Based Learning Objects (ABLOs), a first-attempt at engineering a more active learning object based on agent technologies that allows more sophisticated kinds of learning object reuse than what is currently available.

Design and Implementation

Some of our design criteria for an active learning object are as follows:

a) It should be aware of itself and its environment and should be able to respond to changes in its environment
b) It should be capable of accepting input and exhibiting goal-oriented behaviour
c) It should be able to recommend itself and act without the direct intervention of humans or other learning objects
d) It should have control over its state and actions.

These characteristics can be met by treating a learning object as a software agent [2], hence the ABLO. In our design, the ABLO encapsulates the learning object and acts on its behalf, imparting agent characteristics such as self-awareness, portability and social interactivity. The ABLO contains a link to an ontology that describes the content of the learning object and provides semantic mark-up for the agent’s own understanding of the
learning object. The learning material itself needs to be marked up with terminology consistent with the ontology in order for the ABLO to properly identify and understand what parts of the material mean in terms of the context in which they are used.

Within the ABLO, inference rules and an inference engine are used to harness the semantic power of the ABLO and siphon out the relevant pieces of information within the ontology that pertain to a search or query. An ontology editor or a parser is another major component that the ABLO uses for traversal of the ontology and for building a knowledge base. Various agent behaviours are personified by the ABLO. One such behaviour is determining the suitability of a learning object when a request for learning material is made. Another behaviour extracts the specific parts of the learning material in an ABLO that are relevant to a request. A third behaviour allows the ABLO to behave socially whereby other ABLOs that it has been associated with in the past (based on learning material collaboration) are queried for partial contributions to a learner’s request. These are assembled with part of its own content to form a new learning object.

Discussion

Our ABLOs can differentiate between learning objects that have material identified by the same syntactic terms but actually refer to entirely different concepts. Consider two learning objects on Trees where one deals with living trees and the other with the computer science data structures called Trees. A request with the keywords Tree, Data Structure would cause the ABLO that had information on living Trees to produce a negative reply to the request since although it matches the ‘Tree’ search string, the context was different so it gave a negative conclusion. If the request had the keywords ‘Tree, Water’ then this ABLO would certainly have given a different reply to the request. Our ABLOs are also capable of concluding that concepts are related through chains made up of other concepts and different types of relationships such as subclass, superclass, object-property, datatype-property etc.

Conclusion

Suggestions have been made that including ‘application code’ within a learning object could enhance its reusability. By using an Agent Based Learning Object we are attempting to realize this potential. The coupling of learning content with agent technology is not a new idea and as such the scenario described by Hendler [1] may be achieved in the field of e-Learning by means of ABLOs. The repurposing, fragmentation, and reassembly of learning content can be intelligently undertaken by ABLOs because of the semantic markup associated with the learning content. In the future, we intend to add more behaviours to the ABLO and define new ontologies for communication between ABLOs.
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Abstract. Services on WWW have enabled development of the e-learning systems which are considered to be direct application of the information and communication technology. The xTEx-Sys system is a Web-based authoring shell with adapted environment to each actor of the system. A formal representation of the course material in the xTEx-Sys involves ontology driven knowledge description. Student’s knowledge evaluation in the xTEx-Sys is realized by using dynamic quizzes. This paper describes the ontology’s role of the xTEx-Sys knowledge evaluation process.

Introduction

Information and communication technology combined with multimedia, networking and software engineering, have enabled the development of new learning and teaching environment. The last great milestone in this environment was an introduction of the Internet and WWW, and it was expected that all educational systems are to be reengineered. The usage of those technologies enables the development of the Web based authoring shells for constructing the Web oriented intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). According to ITS traditional modular architecture [1] and the idea of the cybernetic model of the system [2, 3] we have developed an intelligent hypermedia authoring shell called the Tutor-Expert System (TEx-Sys) [4]. We have created our own learning and teaching model as well as scenario for the knowledge evaluation by using knowledge bases developed by the TEx-Sys. Nowadays our work is directed on the implementation of a prototype of the extended version of the TEx-Sys, the eXtended Tutor-Expert System, xTEx-Sys [5], within a technology project founded by Ministry of Science and Technology of the Republic of Croatia. The xTEx-Sys is an authoring shell with an environment adapted to an every actor of the system: (i) an expert to design the domain knowledge on specially defined ontology for the knowledge representation, (ii) a teacher to design courseware using defined ontology for hierarchical organization of course content on units, lessons, topics and instructional items for student learning and teaching process as well as tests of quiz type for the student knowledge evaluation (the courseware structure elements), (iii) a student to select course and navigate trough the domain knowledge content via didactically prepared course content and (iv) administrator for the system supervision. Scenario for the student knowledge evaluation is of a great interest to us during the TEx-Sys and now with the xTEx-Sys research, implementation as well employment. Supported by our previous experience, a new knowledge evaluation method, based on dynamic quiz, is designed. The structure of knowledge representation in the TEx-Sys points out a motivation for enhanced approach to specially designed didactical ontology. The xTEx-Sys domain knowledge representation is based on OWL Web Ontology Language [6] and such representation makes foundation for teacher’s and student’s view of the knowledge evaluation process described in first section. Concluding remarks are given in second section.
1. Knowledge Evaluation

Student’s knowledge evaluation in the xTEx-Sys is realized by quizzes. Quiz is an implementation of the test where the student gets a set of questions with attached answers which can be correct or incorrect. The teacher is responsible for assigning quizzes in course. Dynamic quizzes, which are generated by the xTEx-Sys, are often used for the fast evaluation of student’s knowledge. This kind of quiz has questions structured on queries about concepts and relations.

Dynamic quiz generates questions over some domain knowledge. Considering OWL syntax for the knowledge representation, queries about concepts are translated into questions about classes or individuals, while relations in questions are expanded with properties as a special kind of relation (see Table 1). The xTEx-Sys dynamic quiz has three question categories of different levels of difficulty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st category</th>
<th>2nd category</th>
<th>3rd category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognize class/individual!</td>
<td>What is class/individual?</td>
<td>What are the properties of class?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of relation is between two classes/individuals?</td>
<td>Who is in relation with class/individual?</td>
<td>What is value of individual’s property?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does class has property?</td>
<td>What relation is between two classes/individuals?</td>
<td>Who is and how in relation with class/individual?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are two classes/individuals in relation?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first category contains the easiest questions, third category contains the hardest questions and the questions of middle difficulty level are in second category. Process of the knowledge evaluation can be observed from both the teacher and student point of view. The teacher, as a courseware designer, has to define when the students are to be tested. He prepares starting point for the knowledge evaluation which is performed by the student. In the following, algorithms and tasks from the teacher and student’s viewpoint are described.

1.1 Teacher’s View of Knowledge Evaluation Process

Test, as part of courseware content, can be created almost in any aggregation of learning objects. Generally, the first condition that teachers meet, while building course, is the existence of domain knowledge. When a teacher wants to publish a test, he must select one aggregation from the set of courseware learning elements, which will hold newly added learning object with a testing functionality. After entering the name of the learning object, the system calculates possible number of question series. In the case of dynamic quiz, chosen aggregation must have at least one learning object because questions are generated over some subset of domain knowledge assigned to aggregations’ learning objects. Calculation for proposing amount of question series is based on the number of distinct domain knowledge elements gathered from all learning objects in the same aggregation where test will be put. An algorithm for proposing number of possible question series will count these elements of the domain knowledge: $C$ – the classes count, $I$ – the individuals count, $R$ – the relations count, $P$ – the properties count, $M$ – the media properties count.

For every dynamic question, a minimum of dynamical generation condition has to be defined. If we look, for example, at the second question type “Are {Class/Individual1} and {Class/Individual2} in relation?” we can see that it is assembled from non changing question text as well as of a dynamic text placeholders. In this template, {Class/Individual1} and {Class/Individual2} are two dynamic text placeholders which are in a process of testing, and
what is more filled with name of randomly chosen class or individual. However, answers can also have placeholders, but this template has constant text values which are: (i) No, (ii) Yes, directly and (iii) Yes, indirectly. For this type of question, the number of relations’ count (R) has to be above 1 to generate question with “Yes, indirectly” as a correct answer. Moreover, the number of classes/individuals (C+I) has to be greater or equal to 2 so that the question could include two concepts. These two conditions make a minimal dynamical generation condition for that question type. Quiz in the xTEx-Sys must have at least one question type from every category. The minimal dynamical generation condition for category of questions is made by combining minimal dynamical generation conditions of every type of question in that category. Consequently, the minimal condition for the dynamic quiz generation includes minimal conditions of every category.

If minimal condition for dynamic quiz generation is satisfied, then the maximal possible number of question is a minimum of a set of maximum number of generated questions for each question types. For example, the second question type has the minimal conditions R\(\geq 1\) and \((C+I)\geq 2\), so maximal number of generated questions has to be \(\min\{R, C+I\}\). Finally, when all maximal number of questions for every type of question is calculated, then the maximal number of questions that could be dynamically generated in quiz is a minimum of all maximal number of questions that can be generated for each type of question. That number is presented to the teacher; therefore he can select less or equal value of questions for his newly created test.

1.2 Student’s view

Afterwards when student selects testing, the system initializes the process of dynamic quiz question’s generation and presentation. Dynamic quiz generation in the xTEx-Sys means runtime creation of question text and answers over prepared set of the domain knowledge elements. If there is going to be generated question based on the second question template then algorithm is randomly choosing knowledge domain elements according to the placeholder’s requests for particular domain knowledge element (Figure 1).

When a student starts the dynamic quiz, the initial level of difficulty of a problem is sent to the problem generator. According to this difficulty level, the system generates pair of questions and sends it to the student. The first pair consists of two questions from the second category. After solving that pair of questions, the student submits his answers which are going to be evaluated, giving thus partial results of the test. These partial results are used by the system and have a very significant role. The problem generator, according to these partial results feedback, decides from which difficulty category will be the next pair of questions distributed to the student (Figure 2) or, in the worst case, violently interrupts testing and gives unsatisfying mark.

---

**Figure 1.** Process of question generation

**Figure 2.** Category shifting in dynamic quiz
After the last series of questions, the overall result is estimated on the basis of calculating the final mark according to the relation between accomplished points and the maximal possible points. Calculated mark varies from an unsatisfying to an excellent. Presenting the result of the test involves not only displaying final mark, but also it gives back set of correct answers as well as the question category sequence. Therefore, the student can actually see where s/he was wrong and afterwards choose concept or relation to see exactly where, how and why s/he had made a mistake.

2. Conclusion

The Web Ontology Language, as a specification for the domain knowledge representation in the xTEx-Sys joins characteristics of network-based and logical-based knowledge representation. By uniting these major approaches to the knowledge representation, the domain knowledge in the xTEx-Sys provides quite good expressive power and computational costs. Ontology as a foundation for knowledge evaluation emphasizes dynamic quiz potential in the process of student testing. From teacher’s point of view, the process of defining tests for a student is facilitated to the level where teacher only has to enter the name of the test and choose number of question cycles. At the other side, student will probably never be asked the same question during knowledge evaluation, and the question heaviness will vary depending on the student’s correct answers.

Comparing preliminary test results of the xTEx-Sys system usage with results of the TEx-Sys we can say that student’s feedback is quite positive in many ways. Major and the most important difference is readability of learning content which implies better understanding of the test questions. The second important difference is a refined user interface and simplified functionalities that make system friendlier and easier for usage.
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